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Abstract  
There is a need for more studies in glacier hydrology that integrate numerical models with detailed 

empirical data collected over one/multiple summer(s). This is especially true for physically based 

models whose main advantage lies in ability to predict basal water pressure because of its 

significance for ice dynamics, thus helping inform knowledge of runoff and ultimately sea-level rise 

both presently and, when forced with climate projections, into the future. This study helped fulfill this 

requirement by applying a physically based glacier-hydrology model to the predominantly temperate 

~3.22km2 Storglaciären, Sweden, forced with 2012 empirical data. The model has three sub-

elements: a high temporal (hourly) and spatial (20-m) resolution surface-energy-balance model to 

generate meltwater across Storglaciären’s surface for the entire summer, a surface-routing model to 

route this meltwater (and precipitation) across the surface either until it runs off Storglaciären’s edges 

or is intercepted by moulins extending into the internal system, and a subglacial-hydrology model 

where inflow from moulin hydrographs is routed in R-channels from moulins to the terminus to 

produce proglacial discharge. The surface-energy-balance model was validated using Storglaciären’s 

summer mass-balance data and measurements of surface lowering at an automatic weather station 

on its surface. It performed well, though slightly (~4%) underestimated melt. The surface-routing 

model was qualitatively evaluated using estimates of direct supraglacial runoff derived from previous 

studies and reproduced these to within 2%. The subglacial-hydrology model’s outputs of proglacial 

discharge and subglacial flow-routing times were quantitatively compared with empirical discharge 

measurements in the three proglacial streams Nordjåkk, Centerjåkk and Sydjåkk, and with flow-

routing times from ~25 tracer injections across Storglaciären in 2012 and 2013. To replicate these 

data, the subglacial model required high conduit roughnesses to be specified (Manning’s ! = 0.125 

for conduits leading to Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk and ! = 0.075  for the conduit producing outflow at 

Nordjåkk). However, this is encouraging and follows postulations of braided, broad and low H-

channels beneath Storglaciären, which cannot be explicitly accounted for by the model, so rough R-

channels are instead required. Overall, the subglacial model performed well, though slightly 

underestimated discharge and overestimated flow-routing times. The internal drainage system was 

reevaluated, with suggestion that the englacial network in the upper ablation and firn areas may feed 

Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk, not Nordjåkk, contrasting with suggestions in previous studies. The physically 

based model performed less favourably than simpler linear-reservoir models applied to Storglaciären; 

however, its key worth was in generating continuous basal water pressure for the entire summer, the 

first data of this kind to be generated for this glacier. These data compared well with suggestions from 

empirical borehole measurements in previous years. Specifically, the ‘Spring Event’ (marked by a 

high-pressure period at the end of May), continuously high pressures (at/above ice-overburden) within 

the overdeepened (up to ~230m) area and the response of water pressures to major meteorological 

forcings were captured. The fact that continuously high pressures within the overdeepening were 

reproduced despite the model’s inherent specification of R-channels suggests this flow morphology is 

possible here, informing our understanding of processes within overdeepenings.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

  1 

1. Introduction 

“Water is the driving force of all nature.” 

– Leonardo da Vinci 

1.1. Rationale  

Perhaps the most concerning consequence of climate change is accelerating sea-level rise (SLR), 

which, intrinsically linked to processes within the cryosphere, may have profound societal impacts 

(Church and White, 2006; Church et al., 2008; Vaughan et al., 2013). Glaciers and ice caps (GIC), 

excluding the Greenland (GrIS) and Antarctic Ice Sheets, contain an estimated 0.412 m SL equivalent 

(Vaughan et al., 2013), the mean of values given in studies by Huss and Farinotti (2012), Marzeion et 

al. (2012), Grinsted (2013), and Radić et al. (2013). GIC are likely to raise global SL 0.124±0.037 m 

by 2100 (Radić and Hock, 2011). Recent glaciological research has arguably been diverted from GIC 

towards ice sheets, as their contribution to SLR is more uncertain on centurial/millennial timescales 

(due to dynamic feedbacks) and they could ultimately raise SL by >65 m (Shepherd et al., 2012; 

Bamber and Aspinall, 2013; Vaughan et al., 2013). Yet, on decadal timescales, GIC will likely 

continue their ~60% current domination of SLR (Meier, 1984; Dyurgerov and Meier, 1997; Cogley and 

Adams, 1998; Bamber and Payne, 2004; Meier et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2013; Kerr, 2013). 

Understanding processes governing GIC mass balance and their response to climatic change is 

therefore imperative for informing policymakers, at least over the coming century (Bahr et al., 2009; 

Bahr and Radić, 2012).  

Numerous factors control GIC’s contribution to SLR, with hydrology crucially important due to its 

profound influence on other elements of the glacial system. Most especially, glacier-sliding rates 

strongly depend upon high-pressure water at the ice-bed interface, which can increase basal 

sediment deformation (Clarke, 1987; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987; Iverson et al., 1995), promote 

‘hydraulic jacking’ (Kamb, 1970; Iken, 1981; Iken et al., 1983; Bindschadler, 1983; Iken and 

Bindschadler, 1986), and permit ‘enhanced basal sliding’ (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986). Any/all of 

these mechanisms can cause speed-ups at various timescales, including diurnal (Schuler et al., 2004; 

Schuler and Fischer, 2009), seasonal, such as in ‘Spring Events’ (Kavanaugh and Clarke, 2001; Mair 

et al., 2003; Bingham et al., 2003), intra-annual (Willis, 1995; Mair et al., 2002; Rippin et al., 2005; 

Bartholomaus et al., 2008; Purdie et al., 2008; Fudge et al., 2009) and on longer timescales (e.g., 

Hambrey et al., 2005; Anderson et al., in press), and during ‘surging’ (e.g., Kamb et al., 1985). Higher 

rates of motion transport more of GIC’s mass to lower elevations where melting is higher, thus leading 

to positive feedbacks. Models predicting basal water pressure (!!) variations are thus a fundamental 

requirement in glaciology. Our understanding derived from these models and from empirical 

observations on GIC can be applied to ice sheets, useful since GIC are logistically easier to research 

(e.g., Zwally et al., 2002; Jansson and Näslund, 2009; Bartholomew et al., 2010; Chandler et al., 
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2013). This is especially true when GIC resemble ice sheets, whether because of their latitudes (and 

thus environmental response), because they have predominantly ‘cold’ (<0°C) thermal regime (e.g., 

Bingham et al., 2003; van der Veen, 2007; Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011), because they have calving fronts, 

or because they have overdeepened areas, similar to many ice-sheet outlet glaciers, potentially 

hastening their response to climatic change (e.g., Schoof, 2007; Howat et al., 2008; Nick et al., 2009; 

Cook and Swift, 2012).  

In addition to its control on dynamics, glacier hydrology moderates streamflows through temporal 

storage following snowfall, with water released during otherwise low flows (Jansson et al., 2003; 

Dahlke et al., 2012). One sixth of the world’s population has this runoff as its major water supply 

(Barnett et al., 2005) and it is important for hydropower, especially in the Alps/Scandinavia (Willis and 

Bonvin, 1995; Sharp, 2005; Willis, 2005; Benn and Evans, 2010; Huss, 2011; Baraer et al., 2011; 

Bolch et al., 2012; Schaner et al., 2012). Runoff can present hazards to populations, including through 

glacial-lake outburst floods (e.g., Nye, 1976; Hubbard et al., 2005; Huss et al., 2007). Meltwater is 

also important for erosion and thus sediment entrainment, impacting water quality (e.g., Schneider 

and Bronge, 1996; Tranter et al., 1996; Alley et al., 1997). Finally, local biodiversity is often enhanced 

by glacial runoff (Jacobsen et al., 2012). Thus, accurate runoff forecasts represent a socio-

economical and environmental necessity.   

This discussion indicates having sound understanding of glacier hydrology is vitally important. Yet, 

glacier-hydrological systems are highly spatiotemporally heterogeneous and transient, and have 

many inaccessible elements (Hubbard and Nienow, 1997; Hock and Jansson, 2005). Therefore, much 

knowledge must be derived from indirect empirical observations or modelling-based studies, which 

have typically been focused on temperate glaciers. Many studies have fulfilled these purposes, but 

the two are seldom integrated to yield comprehensive understanding of glaciers’ hydrological 

systems. Specifically, studies are lacking using detailed datasets from a single/multiple summer 

season(s) and integrating them with models. This approach would offer greater insight into glacier 

hydrology, allowing higher confidence in numerical models’ ability to replicate its complexity.  

 

1.2. Approach and Aims  

Given need for further studies integrating extensive empirical data with modelled outputs, this thesis 

applies a physically based glacier-hydrology model to a small, predominantly temperate, valley 

glacier: Storglaciären, Sweden. This site is selected since extensive empirical data were collected 

during 2012 and because, although Storglaciären has been intensively researched over several 

decades, to date no study has applied a physically based glacier-hydrology model here. Furthermore, 

alternative glacier-hydrology models have been used here, thus making it a valuable location for 

comparing simpler empirically based models with more advanced physically based ones. 

Storglaciären presents other promising research opportunities because it lies within the Arctic, which 

has experienced more rapid warming than elsewhere recently (IPCC, 2013). It also has an 
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overdeepening, where glacier-hydrology knowledge is poor, but from which understanding could be 

applicable to ice-sheet outlet glaciers’ troughs, so representing an important research area (Cook and 

Swift, 2012).   

Towards fulfilling this objective, the aims are:  

• To apply the physically based glacier-hydrology model developed by Arnold et al. (1998). This 

model has high spatial (20-m) and temporal (hourly) resolution, is forced with 2012 empirical 

data, and combines three sub-elements:  

! a surface-energy-balance (SEB) model to generate distributed meltwater across the 

glacier surface,  

! a surface-routing (SROUT) model to route water across the glacier, and 

! a subglacial-hydrology (SUBHYD) model to route flow in conduits.  

• The model’s performance is evaluated by comparing modelled outputs, specifically of 

meltwater production, surface lowering, supraglacial runoff, proglacial discharge, and 

subglacial water flow-routing times, with empirical observations from one intensive field 

campaign during summer 2012, supplemented with several observations from summer 2013. 

In contrast to Arnold et al.’s (1998) study, modelled flow-routing times are compared with 

observations from the same season, representing improvement.  

• To use the results to then examine:  

! inferences of drainage within Storglaciären’s overdeepening, 

! whether reevaluation of Storglaciären’s internal hydrology is needed, 

! spatio-temporal basal !! variations, evaluating this model’s ability to predict seasonal 

changes, and alignment with major meteorological/glaciological events and, 

! performance of this model compared with simpler glacier-hydrology models.  

 

1.3. Thesis Structure  

This thesis has seven Chapters. This Chapter introduced justification for glacier-hydrology studies, 

how this study furthers previous work, and the approach it takes. Chapter 2 reviews existing 

knowledge of glacier hydrological systems, focusing on temperate glaciers. Chapter 3 outlines the 

study site and previous research conducted here. Chapter 4 details methods and justification behind 

them. Modelled outputs, including sensitivity tests, are in Chapter 5, with qualitative/quantitative 

comparisons with observations. Chapter 6 discusses the models’ ability to replicate empirical 

observations, outlining reasons for discrepancies. It also examines key knowledge acquired and how 

this contradicts/complements existing understanding. Chapter 7 synthesises this study’s findings, 

proposing future research for Storglaciären and more broadly.   
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2. Glacier Hydrology: A Review  

2.1. Introduction  

This Chapter reviews key theories/models in temperate valley-glacier hydrology; polythermal valley-

glacier hydrology is largely omitted since Storglaciären’s hydrological system behaves like temperate 

glaciers’ (Seaberg et al., 1988; Fountain et al., 2005; Benn and Evans, 2010).  

 

2.2. The Glacier Hydrological System  

Glaciers’ systems are divided into supraglacial, englacial, subglacial and proglacial hydrology (Figure 

2.1). The main inputs are meltwater and precipitation, however subaerial and basal water (generated, 

usually, by geothermal heat) may contribute (Hubbard and Nienow, 1997; Sharp, 2005). A key 

process is storage at various timescales, permitting runoff delay and later release during periods of 

otherwise low flow (Jansson et al., 2003; Hock and Jansson, 2005). Overall, glacier-hydrology 

knowledge remains comparatively limited, though advances in modelling/observation are underway.  
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Figure 2.1. The hydrological system of an idealised glacier (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010, p.177). The 
major elements of a glacial system are shown: (A) a supraglacial lake (only formed if surface 
depressions exist and if ‘cold’ ice prevents meltwater penetration into the glacier), (B) a supraglacial 
stream emerging from a firn/snow reservoir (C) and going on to be captured by a moulin (D) 
extending from the surface; a similar situation is shown in (E), except the stream is captured by a 
crevasse field. The (~10-m tall) white rabbit gives vertical scale. The englacial system is represented 
by moulins and crevasses extending from the surface, and by voids (F), where water may be 
temporarily stored. Subglacially, flow is often routed in conduits (G), with other flow morphologies 
possible, until it reaches the terminus, where it forms proglacial streams (H), to which groundwater 
and direct supraglacial runoff over the snout may also contribute.   

 

2.2.1. Supraglacial Hydrology  

Supraglacial flow morphologies are largely determined by the presence of snow, firn or ice. Early 

season, supraglacial flow is slow due to snow, through which percolation must first occur to the snow-

ice interface. The snowpack’s key effect, then, is dampening diurnal to seasonal melt-rate variations 

(Willis et al., 2002; Campbell et al., 2006). Water may refreeze or be held between snow crystals, 

forming a ‘firn aquifer’, storing up to 44% total seasonal meltwater (Östling and Hooke, 1986; Fountain 

and Walder, 1998). As snow is melted during a season, the delay on meltwater runoff is reduced as 

flow rates are ~3–5 orders of magnitude higher over ice than snow/firn (Willis et al., 2002; Nienow and 

Hubbard, 2005). A positive feedback is also induced because ice has lower albedo than snow, so 

melting accelerates (Gordon et al., 1998; Willis et al., 2002).  

Flow over ice is typically in arborescent, highly sinuous channel networks; low roughnesses enable 

rapid flow and incision (Knighton, 1981, 1985). Water either runs off glacier edges or is intercepted by 

fractures and moulins, which typically form at the upper end of crevasse fields (Holmlund, 1988b). 

Typical scale: ~1 km 
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Occasionally, these fractures overflow, adding complexity to the relationship between the system’s 

englacial and supraglacial elements. If thermal regime and surface topography permit their formation, 

supraglacial lakes can form, like on the GrIS (e.g., Lüthje et al., 2006; McMillan et al., 2007).  

 

2.2.2. Englacial Hydrology  

Having been routed supraglacially, considerable water enters the englacial system, with numerous 

flow pathways and storage elements possible. Many englacial observations are from boreholes (e.g., 

Hooke and Pohjola, 1994; Copland et al., 1997; Fountain et al., 2005) and ground-penetrating radar 

(e.g., Stuart et al., 2003), supplemented by limited speleological investigation (e.g., Holmlund, 1988b; 

Gulley et al., 2009). Water may be present in macroscopic/microscopic englacial systems. The 

macroscopic system comprises principally decimetre-sized fractures, crevasses and moulins, which 

route water from the surface to the glacier’s bed. Moulins characteristically dip at 40–45o from the 

glacier surface, before levelling some distance into the glacier (Holmlund, 1988b). They spatially 

concentrate water inputs in the basal system (Gulley et al., 2012b). Contrastingly, the microscopic 

system comprises water inclusions in veins/nodes along crystal intersections (e.g., Mader, 1992). 

Inclusions are first generated in the accumulation area because water percolates into snow, and is 

then included when crystallisation to ice occurs (Gusmeroli et al., 2010). This microscopic system is 

only present where ice reaches pressure-melting point (PMP), and the amount of flow occurring here 

is trivial compared with flow through fractures (Raymond and Harrison, 1975; Fountain et al., 2005; 

Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).  

 

2.2.3. Subglacial Hydrology  

If englacial water reaches the subglacial system, it is routed anywhere the bed is at PMP (Sharp, 

2005). Much understanding is from indirect observations, including dye tracing (e.g., Seaberg et al., 

1988; Willis et al., 1990; Sharp et al., 1993; Hock and Hooke, 1993; Nienow et al., 1996, 1998; 

Schuler et al., 2004; Willis et al., 2008, 2012), proglacial-ion content (e.g., Fountain, 1992; Tranter et 

al., 1996; Tranter, 2005), former glacier beds (e.g., Walder and Hallet, 1979), borehole water-level 

measurements (e.g., Hubbard et al., 1995; Smart, 1996; Stone and Clarke, 1996; Copland et al., 

1997; Gordon et al., 1998, 2001), radio-echo sounding (e.g., Copland and Sharp, 2001), or modelling 

(e.g., Arnold et al., 1998; Schuler and Fischer, 2004; Schoof, 2010; Werder et al., 2013). Yet, “a 

complete theory of subglacial drainage evolution remains an important but elusive goal” (Benn and 

Evans, 2010, p.68), partly because surface-fed subglacial systems are extremely spatiotemporally 

heterogeneous, responding to variations in surface-water inputs and ice deformation (Fountain and 

Walder, 1998).  

Subglacial drainage is ‘distributed’ or ‘channelised’ (Fountain and Walder, 1998). Distributed 

(channelised) systems convey water slowly and inefficiently (rapidly and efficiently) (Figure 2.2). 
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These subglacial systems may co-exist, with pronounced variable pressure axes (Murray and Clarke, 

1995). 

Figure 2.2. Idealised plan view of (A.) a fast ‘channelised’ arborescent network conveying flow 
efficiently and (B.) a slow ‘distributed’ linked-cavity network conveying flow inefficiently (from Fountain 
and Walder, 1998, p.308). 

 

Within these categories, numerous flow morphologies exist. In distributed systems, flow can be in 

sheets/thin films (Weertman, 1964, 1972; Creyts and Schoof, 2009; Creyts and Clarke, 2010) or 

linked-cavity systems (Figure 2.3(b); Lliboutry, 1968; Kamb, 1970, 1987; Walder, 1986). Alternatively, 

flow may be through a porous medium if sediment underlies a glacier (e.g., Boulton and Hindmarsh, 

1987; Walder and Fowler, 1994). Channelised systems can have Röthlisberger- (R-) channels (Figure 

2.3(a); Röthlisberger, 1972), which are idealised circular pipes incised upwards into ice, or Nye- (N-) 

channels (Nye, 1976), their equivalents cut into bedrock/sediment. Hooke- (H-) channels are also 

possible, with flow in shallow, wide conduits, based on observed rapid closure with low water fluxes 

(Hooke, 1984; Hooke et al., 1990). Arborescent networks are expected since larger channels have 

lower !! than smaller ones, preferentially capturing their flow (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). 
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Figure 2.3. Theoretical representations of (a) a R-channel, in an arborescent network, and (b) a 
cavity, which will likely be linked to other subglacial cavities (from Schoof, 2010, p.803). R-channels 
are maintained by the balance between wall melting by flowing meltwater and creep closure by ice 
deformation; cavities are formed when ice is forced upwards by bumps at the bed of a glacier.  

 

Relationships between discharge and !! differ in these systems. In distributed systems, as discharge 

increases, !! increases because the system is unable to evacuate meltwater sufficiently quickly; this 

decreases effective pressure (!), defined as:  

! = !! − !!     (2.1) 

because !! is typically close to/above !!. Glacial velocity therefore increases. Speed-ups are most 

pronounced during ‘Spring Events’ (Kavanaugh and Clarke, 2001; Mair et al., 2003; Bingham et al., 

2003; Anderson et al., in press) or glacier ‘surging’ (Kamb et al., 1985), when water input to the 

distributed system is high. Transitions to channelised systems occur since distributed systems are too 

inefficient, expanding insufficiently quickly to accommodate water (Figure 2.4). The initial channelised 

system is probably highly braided, with braids cut off as the season progresses (e.g., Röthlisberger 

and Lang, 1987). Channels have two competing effects: enlargement by the viscous energy 

dissipated by flowing water and channel closure by ice deformation. In steady-state systems, 

enlargement exactly balances closure; in practice, this is rarely achieved because of fluctuations in 

water input at varying timescales. Closure is highest beneath thick ice (permitting higher deformation) 

and with low water quantities present (not allowing expansion by energy dissipation by flowing water). 

In channelised systems, with increasing discharge, !! decreases because the system can expand 

quickly from channel enlargement by flowing water, evacuating water inputs, so ! increases and 

velocity decreases (Figure 2.4; Nienow et al., 1998; Schoof, 2010). Transitions from distributed to 

channelised systems represent important negative feedbacks since otherwise glaciers’ velocities 

would inexorably increase with increasing water inputs. More rapid water transit occurs as melt 

seasons progress (e.g., Nienow et al., 1998; Swift et al., 2005; Jobard and Dzikowski, 2006). 

Channelised systems’ !! varies between atmospheric (!!) and ice-overburden (!!) depending upon 

the filling of channels. ‘Spikes’ in water input can still cause speed-ups because channels cannot 

enlarge quickly enough; it is thus variability in meltwater input rather than its absolute magnitude that 

is most important (e.g., Iken et al., 1983; Schoof, 2010; Pimentel and Flowers, 2011; Sundal et al., 

2011; Bartholomew et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012; Colgan et al., 2012; Banwell et al., 2013). During 

(b) (a) 
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winter, with limited water inputs, conduits are expected to collapse (most effectively below thick ice) 

and distributed systems form (e.g. Seaberg et al., 1988; Cutler, 1998).  

 
 

Figure 2.4. The relationship between steady-state effective pressure (!, in MPa) and discharge (!, in 
m3 s-1) for a subglacial drainage system from Schoof’s (2010, p.803) recent unified description of 
cavities and channels. The solid line represents a distributed system, where increases in ! cause 
decreases in !, and the dashed line represents a channelised system, where increases in ! cause 
increases in !. The critical discharge for conduit formation (i.e., the point at which ‘distributed’ cavities 
become unstable and a channelised system forms) is represented by point !! ,!! on the graph.  

 

The key idea is subglacial drainage occurs in many ways, is highly transient, and evolves seasonally 

due to changing meltwater inputs. If modelling subglacial hydrology, these observations need 

incorporating.  

 

2.2.4. Proglacial Hydrology  

Water normally emerges at glaciers’ termini in several channels, often converging shortly downstream 

(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010; Figure 3.4). Runoff principally constitutes meltwater/precipitation routed 

through the glacier, though groundwater may contribute (Röthlisberger and Lang, 1987). Proglacial 

hydrographs vary on diurnal to interannual timescales, reflecting changes in all aspects of hydrology, 

including supraglacial recharge, subglacial storage, and routing efficiency (Flowers, 2008; Willis, 

2011; Covington et al., 2012). Many polythermal glaciers, including Storglaciären, are drained over 

winter, likely from release of englacially stored water (e.g., Stenborg, 1969; Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011). 

Understanding complex variations in proglacial runoff is crucial for glacierised catchments’ 

populations, and thus models reliably predicting runoff are required (Willis, 2005).  
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2.3. Modelling Glacier Hydrological Systems   

Glacier-hydrology models must capture numerous aspects of the system, including its storage and 

delay; modelling is complex because it requires incorporating the transition of water between phases 

(e.g., Jansson and Näslund, 2009). Two elements are needed: estimation of the system’s water 

inputs, determined with melt modelling, and understanding of supraglacial, englacial and subglacial 

routing (Hock and Jansson, 2005).  

 

2.3.1. Melt Modelling  

Firstly, reliable estimates of the system’s water inputs need generating. Melt in glaciers’ catchments 

depends upon numerous atmospheric factors (Hock, 2005). Many melt models have been developed 

from positive-degree-day (PDD) approaches based on empirical relationships to SEB approaches 

grounded in physics (Hock, 2005).  

 

2.3.1.1. Positive-degree-day Approaches  

PDD approaches rely on the strong relationship between air temperatures and melt rates (Hock, 

2003). Because of widely available temperature data, both for the present and with future climate 

projections, PDD approaches are often chosen. These models have performed extremely favourably 

compared with empirical data (e.g., Hock, 1999). Occasionally, extra meteorological data, including 

shortwave radiation (SWR), can be incorporated (Hock, 1999). PDD approaches use the following 

equation:  

! = !!!""       (2.2) 

where ! is total melt, ! the degree-day factor (DDF), and !!"" the sum of all positive daily mean 

temperatures over the time period (Hock, 2003). PDD models can be distributed across elevation 

bands with lapse rates (Hock, 2003). Many DDFs have been generated using empirical relationships; 

Cuffey and Paterson (2010) summarise them. DDFs are glacier-specific and it is unclear how they will 

vary into the future, thus reducing reliability for determining melting (Hock, 2003).  

 

2.3.1.2. Surface-energy-balance Approaches  

In overcoming these problems, SEB models were developed. These are point-based or fully 

distributed (Hock, 2005). The latter calculates melt over a grid, used because of increased computer 

power and availability of digital elevation models (DEMs) (Hock, 2005). DEMs are required for 

distributing meteorological data and for determining cells’ slopes, aspects and shading. In glacier 

hydrology, fully distributed models are particularly important since lack of knowledge of the locations 

of water inputs to the system increases uncertainty, probably producing unrealistic representations 
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(e.g., Gulley et al., 2012b). SEB models are forced with extrapolated/interpolated meteorological data 

(e.g., Schneeberger et al., 2001) from automatic weather stations (AWSs) or with downscaled, bias-

corrected climate-reanalysis data (e.g., Radić and Hock, 2006; Rye et al., 2010).  

SEB models calculate the sum of components contributing to melting. They determine the energy 

available for melt (!!) from five elements:  

!! = !" ↓ −!!" ↑ + !" ↓ −!!" ↑ + !! + !! + !!     (2.3) 

where !" ↓ is incoming SWR, !" ↑ outgoing SWR (defined as: 1 − ! !×!!" ↓, where ! is surface 

albedo for snow/ice), !" ↓ incoming longwave radiation (LWR), !" ↑ outgoing LWR, !! the sensible 

heat flux, !!  the latent heat flux, and !!  the (normally omitted) heat flux from rain (Cuffey and 

Paterson, 2010).  

Once the energy available for melting is determined, and assuming a surface at melting point (0°C), 

melt rates (!) are then calculated:  

    ! = !!
!!!!

      (2.4) 

where !! is water density and !! latent heat of fusion of water (Hock, 2005).  

 

2.3.1.3. Choice of Melt Model  

Choosing a PDD or SEB model for a study depends principally upon data availability; where detailed 

meteorological data exist, SEB approaches are preferred (e.g., Hock et al., 2007). Yet, because 

temperature data are so widely available, PDD models remain most convenient for determining melt 

for many purposes (Hock, 2005). However, by lumping SEB into few parameters, they neglect physics 

and cannot be applied between sites without calibration (Hock, 2005).  

 

2.3.2. Early Glacier-hydrology Models     

Earlier models were either stochastic (based on statistical relationships) or conceptual, lumping 

together elements of the glacier’s system. Stochastic models (e.g., Baker et al., 1982; Willis et al., 

1993) lack conceptual basis, requiring glacier-specific calibration, so cannot easily be transferred nor 

predict future changes (Hock and Jansson, 2005). This led to conceptual-model development, placing 

more emphasis on physics. Linear-reservoir models are most widespread, only requiring limited data 

inputs (Chow et al., 1988). They route meltwater through glaciers, with different elements of the 

system having storage times defined by constants (Figure 2.5). Normally, two/three reservoirs are 

used and meltwater is routed through the system to produce proglacial runoff (e.g., Hock and Noetzli, 

1997; Span and Kuhn, 2003; Flowers, 2008; Hodgkins et al., 2013; Gravelle, 2013). Storage 

constants are often assumed spatiotemporally invariant and, though linear-reservoir models perform 
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well in replicating observed discharge, they often cannot capture high transience of glaciers’ 

hydrology, and omit physics. This does not allow prediction of the system’s internal state; perhaps 

most significantly, they cannot model basal !! , fundamental in glaciology because it profoundly 

affects dynamics.  

Figure 2.5. Diagrammatic representation of a linear-reservoir model as applied to Storglaciären, 
following Hock and Noetzli (1997) (from Jansson et al., 2003, p.123). Three parallel ‘coupled’ 
reservoirs, supplied by melt (!) and rainfall (!), are used here, each having different storage 
constants associated with them. The firn reservoir area was kept constant, while the snow and ice 
reservoirs varied inversely: i.e., the snow reservoir decreased in size over the melt season as the 
snowline retreated, and the ice reservoir increased in size. The total outflow (!!"!#$) is proportional to 
the reservoir volumes (!).  

 

2.3.3. Physically Based Glacier-hydrology Models   

Physically based models have been recent research focuses since they are non-site-specific, 

incorporating physics.  

 

2.3.3.1. Early Models   

Early work (e.g., Shreve, 1972; Röthlisberger, 1972) assumed steady-state subglacial drainage 

systems, later developed for unsteady ones (e.g., Nye, 1976; Spring and Hutter, 1981, 1982). 

Röthlisberger (1972) modelled flow in circular pipes, thus in ‘channelised’ form. Shreve’s (1972) 

model assumed the primary driver of subglacial routing is the hydraulic potential (! ) gradient 

(Equation 4.14), which determines subglacial pressure fields based on bed and ice-surface slopes, 

with the latter crucially important. This theory allows uphill water flow from overdeepenings assuming 
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the pressure gradient is higher than the elevation-potential gradient (Sharp, 2005). Subglacial 

drainage system structure has been inferred using Shreve’s (1972) method, assuming all meltwater 

reaches the bed in situ, for assumptions of steady-state !!  from !!  to !!  (e.g., Holmlund, 1988a; 

Sharp et al., 1993; Flowers and Clarke, 1999; Hagen et al., 2000; Pälli et al., 2003; Rippin et al., 

2003; Fischer et al., 2005; Willis et al., 2008, 2012). Realistic representations were produced.  

Early theories did not account for ‘distributed’ morphologies, developed by others (e.g., Kamb, 1987). 

Much of this early work modelled specific elements of glacier hydrology rather than the entire system 

and assumed steady-state systems, rather than time-dependent ones.  

 

2.3.3.2. Early Time-dependent Models  

Arnold et al. (1998) first attempted holistic, time-dependent modelling of glacier hydrology. Their 

model was developed for the temperate Haut Glacier d’Arolla (HGd’A), Switzerland, applied here to 

Storglaciären, Sweden. It incorporates a SEB model to generate melt at high spatio-temporal 

resolution (Arnold et al., 1996), and SROUT and SUBHYD models. The SROUT model incorporates 

the snowpack’s delaying effect in determining flow across the surface and defines the catchments and 

upstream-contributing areas for all moulins. The SUBHYD model routes flow in R-channels, with 

attempts made at replicating distributed flow using ‘bundles’ of eight, small, rough conduits. Chapter 4 

gives further model details and its application in this study. This model broadly replicated observations 

(Richards et al., 1996) of proglacial discharge, subglacial water-flow routing times and borehole !! for 

HGd’A, with best matches mid-melt season. This likely resulted from its inability to replicate 

distributed drainage, believed to exist at the beginning and end of the season (Arnold et al., 1998). It 

was recently applied to the GrIS’s ‘Paakitsoq region’ (Banwell et al., 2013) and Franz Josef Glacier, 

New Zealand (Anderson et al., in press). Its !! predictions were especially valuable for the GrIS, 

helping confirm suggestions of !! ‘spikes’ following lake-drainage events (e.g., Das et al., 2008) and 

consistently high !! in the GrIS’s interior.  

To partially fulfill requirements to represent distributed subglacial flow, Flowers and Clarke (2002a), 

furthering Clarke’s (1996) model, developed a model for Trapridge Glacier, Canada, incorporating a 

PDD model, an englacial-storage component (omitted by Arnold et al., 1998), and subglacial flow in a 

sheet and subsurface aquifer (Figure 2.6). The model replicated borehole !!  well (Flowers and 

Clarke, 2002b). It was applied to Vatnajökull, Iceland (Flowers et al., 2003), producing realistic models 

of drainage, with high water flux predicted beneath major outlet glaciers, following expectations.  
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Figure 2.6. Diagrammatic representation of the glacier-hydrology model developed by Flowers and 
Clarke (2002a, p.9-2) with four coupled models: (a) surface melting from a PDD model, (b) an 
englacial storage component, (c) a distributed subglacial water sheet and (d) a subsurface aquifer 
within sediments. !! = the ice surface, !! = the bed surface, !! = the upper aquifer interface, and 
!! = the lower aquifer interface.  

 

2.3.3.3. Recent, Unified Models  

Modelling advances continue. Schoof (2010) unified the description of cavities and channels, allowing 

switching between them at critical-discharge thresholds (Figure 2.4). This means, in contrast to Arnold 

et al.’s (1998) and Flowers and Clarke’s (2002a) approaches, there is no need for specifying one 

subglacial-drainage morphology. Schoof’s (2010) model was developed by Hewitt (2011), Schoof et 

al. (2012) and Hewitt et al. (2012), to allow ‘hydraulic jacking’ and partially filled channels, however 

models remained one-dimensional. Werder et al. (2013) developed the model to two dimensions, 

incorporating dynamic switching between distributed and channelised flow, localised water inputs 

from moulins (deemed crucial by Gulley et al. [2012b]) and englacial storage. Channels form on an 

unstructured mesh, so avoiding directional bias and better representing reality than Schoof’s (2010) 

structured mesh or models (e.g., Arnold et al., 1998) where channel locations need specifying. The 

resultant Glacier Drainage System (GlaDS) model was successfully applied to a replication of the 

GrIS margin and to Gornergletscher, Austria. This model represents the ‘best’ glacier-hydrology 

model presently, however, GlaDS has not been quantitatively compared with observations, not 

allowing it to be constrained and developed further, representing a key future research area (de 

Fleurian et al., 2013). Moreover, incorporating modelled basal !! from models like this into ice-flow 

models is a fundamental requirement, only beginning to be addressed using finite-element models 
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like Elmer/Ice (Pimentel and Flowers, 2011; Schoof and Hewitt, 2013; de Fleurian et al., 2013). Such 

models could also inform glacier-erosion models (Werder et al., 2013).  

 

2.3.3.4. Choice of Glacier-hydrology Model  

Though ideally all studies would now employ unified glacier-hydrology models, using other physically 

based models is still justified in some situations since such models’ ability to reproduce basal !! is 

hugely advantageous over linear-reservoir models. If it is known that distributed/channelised 

subglacial drainage exists, using models like Arnold et al.’s (1998) and Flowers and Clarke’s (2002a) 

can be justified and understanding of glacier-hydrological systems furthered. This is especially true if 

extensive empirical data can validate models. Presently, no study has applied differing models at the 

same site using uniform input data.   
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3. Study Site  
3.1. Introduction 

Storglaciären (67°55’N, 18°35’E) is a 3.22 km2 (Koblet et al., 2010) sub-polar valley glacier located in 

the Kebnekaise massif of Lapland, Sweden (Figure 3.1). It lies within the 30%-glacierised Tarfala 

valley (Dahlke et al., 2012), and has a ~4.55 km2 drainage basin (Östling and Hooke, 1986). 

Storglaciären ranges from ~1130 to ~1730 m above sea level (a.s.l.), flowing eastwards from a 

branched accumulation area encompassing two corries, bounded in the east by Kebnekaise peak. A 

riegel (resistant rock ridge), comprising Mylonite Gneiss (Andréasson and Gee, 1989), divides the 

ablation zone into upper and lower areas (cf. Figure 4.16), with extensional forces causing moulins to 

form above it. Storglaciären’s mean thickness is ~95 m, with a ~0.5 km2 overdeepening (up to ~230 

m) in the upper ablation area below the current equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) (Figure 3.2; Bjørnsson, 

1981; Eriksson et al., 1993; Cook and Swift, 2012). The overdeepening formed because of the 

locality’s structural geology and preferential erosion of weaker strata over ~300,000 years 

(Andréasson and Gee, 1989; Bronge, 1996).  

Figure 3.1. The location of Storglaciären within the Tarfala valley, and with respect to surrounding 
glaciers, major streams, lakes, peaks and topography. The location of the Tarfala Research Station is 
also shown. The inset shows its location within Sweden and Scandinavia.  
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Figure 3.2. Storglaciären’s ice thickness (m), with a profile of ice thickness along line A–B (the 
approximate centreline), with the locations of the main overdeepening and riegel also shown.  

 

3.2. Mass Balance  

Owing to Tarfala Research Station’s (TRS) close proximity, Storglaciären is one of the world’s best-

researched glaciers. Photographic records of its front extend back to ~1880 (Svenonius, 1910) and 

continuous glaciological mass-balance measurements to 1946 (Schytt, 1959; Holmlund, 1987; 

Østrem and Brugman, 1991; Holmlund and Jansson, 1999; Jansson and Pettersson, 2007). Figure 

3.3 displays recent mass balance. Storglaciären thus provides an almost unique prospect for 

examining the cryosphere’s temporal response to climate change and for studies requiring extensive 

empirical data (e.g., Holmlund et al., 1996, 2005; Brugger, 2007).  

Storglaciären is in quasi-equilibrium with current climate (Brugger et al., 2005). Recent temperature 

increases were 0.055°C a-1 (Evans et al., 2008), paralleling the trend of double the rate of Arctic 

warming compared with elsewhere (e.g., Dowdeswell et al., 1997; IPCC, 2013), mainly from 

increased summer temperatures (Linderholm and Jansson, 2007). 300 m terminus retreat and 30% 

mass loss is predicted by 2050 (Schneeberger et al., 2001), with 50–90% volume loss estimated by 

2100 using climate-reanalysis data (Radić and Hock, 2006).  

Overdeepening 

Riegel 
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Figure 3.3. Storglaciären’s average (i.e., average over the entire glacier surface) winter, summer and 
net mass balance from 1995 to 2012, which is the most recently processed year. Figure adapted from 
Jansson and Pettersson (2007).   

 

 

3.3. Thermal Regime  

Storglaciären, like other glaciers on the drier side of Scandinavian mountains, is polythermal because 

of its cold (<0°C) surface layer, thickest (~60 m) at the terminus/margins (Holmlund and Eriksson, 

1989; Pettersson et al., 2003; Gusmeroli et al., 2010). Besides this, ~85% ice is maintained temperate 

by meltwater percolation into firn in the accumulation area, which is then advected downglacier 

(Evans et al., 2008). The cold layer is maintained by rapid runoff over its impermeable surface 

(Gusmeroli et al., 2012). This means, in the ablation zone, water must principally reach the englacial 

system through moulins/crevasses near the ELA or above the riegel, since inter-crystal water transfer 

is impossible (Holmlund, 1988a; Mader, 1992; Hanson et al., 1998; Fountain et al., 2005). This layer 

is currently thinning at 0.80±0.24 m a-1 (Figure 3.4; Gusmeroli et al., 2012), continuing earlier trends 

(Pettersson et al., 2003). Thinning will likely impact Storglaciären’s future hydrology.  
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Figure 3.4. Maps showing the cold surface layer thickness in (a) 1989 (Holmlund and Eriksson, 
1989), (b) 2001, and (c) 2009, and changes in layer thickness (d) from 1989 to 2009, (e) from 1989 to 
2001, and (f) from 2001 to 2009. Figure from Gusmeroli et al. (2012, p.7), based on radio-echo 
sounding surveys in the ablation area.  

 

 

3.4. Previous Hydrology Research on Storglaciären 

3.4.1. Drainage   

Three proglacial streams – Nordjåkk, Centerjåkk and Sydjåkk – drain Storglaciären (Figures 3.1, 3.5 

and 4.16). Nordjåkk is normally clear, while Centerjåkk and Sydjåkk are both highly turbid, indicating 

extensive subglacial travel, permitting sediment entrainment, before emerging at the terminus (Östling 

and Hooke, 1986; Hock and Hooke, 1993). These streams transport ~1.85!×!10! kg km-2 a-1 (=0.7 mm 

a-1 erosion) from Storglaciären’s basin (Schneider and Bronge, 1996). These streams are 

supplemented by direct supraglacial runoff, representing ~15% Storglaciären’s water balance 

(Rudensky, unpublished, in Seaberg et al., 1988; Kohler, 1992; Gravelle, 2013). Their discharges are 
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ablation-dominated, with some contributions from major rainfall events, especially for Sydjåkk 

(Gravelle, 2013). Recently, runoff from the valley has become more rapid due to lower snow and ice 

quantities within the basin (Dahlke et al., 2012; Gravelle, 2013).  

 

Figure 3.5. Storglaciären’s lower ablation area and proglacial drainage viewed from above; also 
shown are four locations used for tracing experiments (cf. Figure 4.16). Photo taken by Per Holmlund, 
10 August 2013, with additional labels and symbols added by the author.  

 

3.4.1.1. Internal Drainage  

Early work (Stenborg, 1965, 1969) showed drainage through winter and postulated proglacial streams 

drain dissimilar areas of Storglaciären. Greater knowledge was acquired during the 1980s/1990s to 

describe the complex drainage system; however, recent studies have been few. Storglaciären has 

extensive englacial and subglacial networks, including an overdeepening, uncommon to many 

glaciers (Jansson and Näslund, 2009). The lower ablation, upper ablation and firn areas are drained 

differently.  

 

3.4.1.1.1. Lower Ablation Area   

Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk subglacially drain the lower ablation area; drainage probably evolves from 

numerous smaller conduits early in the melt season to a single homogenously braided stream later, 
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responding to increasing water inputs (Figure 3.6; Hock and Hooke, 1993). Braiding decreases as 

water overflows stream bends and drowns channel divides (Seaberg et al., 1988; Hock and Hooke, 

1993; Mercer, 2004; Williamson, 2013). Flow-routing times thus decrease. Channels are likely broad 

and low since observations show rapid closure with low water inputs (Hooke et al., 1990). Inferences 

were made mainly from tracer studies (Zimmerer, 1987; Hooke et al., 1988; Seaberg et al., 1988; 

Hooke, 1991; Kohler, 1992; Hock and Hooke, 1993; Williamson, 2013).  

Figure 3.6. A schematic diagram of a homogeneously braided stream, believed to prevail beneath 
Storglaciären (from Hock and Hooke, 1993, p.541). Dotted lines show locations where ice would 
probably be in contact with the bed, forming elongate pillars dividing water flow. During higher flows 
(which may be consistent later in the season), flow is likely in the channel represented by the heavy 
dashed line, due to channel enlargement.  

 

3.4.1.1.2. Upper Ablation Area  

The riegel represents a division in Storglaciären’s drainage since, contrasting with the lower ablation 

area, the upper area (above the overdeepening; cf. Figure 4.16) probably has extensive englacial 

drainage towards Nordjåkk, inferred from boreholes and borehole-video investigations (Pohjola, 1994; 

Hooke and Pohjola, 1994). If subglacial drainage occurs here (and it may not), it may be in extremely 

broad, low conduits since excess energy dissipated by flowing water would keep the water ascending 

from the overdeepening at PMP rather than enlarging conduits; conduits must therefore be 

maintained by high basal !! (Hooke et al., 1990; Hooke, 1991). ~0.2–0.7 m thick subglacial till is 

present here, which deforms, blocking subglacial channels that may form, contributing to the 

requirement for englacial drainage (Brand et al., 1987; Hooke et al., 1989; Hooke and Pohjola, 1994). 
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Our understanding of processes here, and in overdeepenings generally, remains poor. No consensus 

exists, for example, on whether subglacial drainage, if it even occurs, is in shallow, braided canals, as 

for Matanuska Glacier, Alaska (Ensminger et al., 1999), or whether poor subglacial connectivity exists 

and storage prevails, as for Gornergletscher, Switzerland (Iken et al., 1996). Further model- and 

empirical-based studies of overdeepenings are crucially required given overdeepenings’ profound 

influence in glaciology: specifically their potential inefficiency at transporting ice, water and sediment 

along adverse bed gradients (Cook and Swift, 2012). This is even more important since many ice-

sheet outlet glaciers drain overdeepened troughs (Cook and Swift, 2012).  

 

3.4.1.1.3. Firn Area  

Here, drainage is probably englacial, inferred from a single dye-tracer injection, appearing over 35 

days, with 0.02 m s-1 maximum transit velocity, in Nordjåkk (Hooke et al., 1988; Kohler, 1992). Further 

research is necessary.  

 

3.4.2. Subglacial Water Pressures  

Storglaciären’s subglacial !! varies at numerous timescales, being linked to ice-velocity changes. 

Most understanding was from boreholes. The following is known:  

! Winter !! is almost consistently high, but can fluctuate occasionally (Jansson and Näslund, 

2009). Fluctuations may result from release of englacially stored water or because large 

water fluxes (e.g., during major storms) can still somehow affect the basal system, though 

understanding of this process remains low (Jansson and Näslund, 2009).  

! High moulin !! correlates with temperature/precipitation peaks (e.g., Holmlund and Hooke, 

1983). However, this response is not uniform: some moulins were insensitive to these 

forcings, demonstrating no apparent correlation (Jansson and Näslund, 2009).  

! Within the overdeepening, !! is consistently high during the summer: often >75% !!, with 

small-amplitude fluctuations at ~80–100% !! , despite pronounced surface-melt variations 

(e.g., Hooke, 1991; Hooke and Pohjola, 1994; Jansson, 1995; Fountain et al., 2005; Jansson 

and Näslund, 2009; Cook and Swift, 2012). !!  here can exceed !!  (Hooke, 1991). 

Observations match those for other overdeepenings from borehole and tracer studies (e.g., 

Hock et al., 1999).  

• Downglacier of the riegel, consistently high !! is observed early melt season, then replaced 

by diurnally varying !! later, probably indicating transition to more efficient drainage (Kohler, 

1995; Jansson and Näslund, 2009). High !! values here are then ~!!, and low values ~!! 

(Jansson, 1996). !! > 50%!!!  is probably needed to cause velocity increases. !!  ‘spikes’ 

(those at ~!!) are pronounced at first, but decline seasonally, probably because water is 

evacuated more efficiently (Jansson and Näslund, 2009). Several boreholes drilled here 

overflowed with turbid water, indicating subglacial !! > !! (Jansson, 1996).  
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3.4.3. Ice Dynamic Interactions  

Research has linked hydrology, through its effect on basal !!, and coupling between the bed and 

glacier, to explain multi-temporal velocity variations observed on Storglaciären (Iverson et al., 1994, 

1995).  

Velocity patterns in Storglaciären’s lower ablation area mirror other glaciers’: there is abrupt increase 

in late spring and early summer, following gradual winter decline (Hooke et al., 1983, 1989; Jansson, 

1995). Exact timing of this depends upon when air temperature is consistently >0°C (Jansson, 1995). 

Velocity then decreases over summer, but occasional ‘spikes’ are observed during high water flux to 

the subglacial system with high temperature/precipitation (Hooke et al., 1983; Jansson, 1995). These 

‘spikes’ occur on other GIC and the GrIS (e.g., Vieli et al., 2004; Das et al., 2008; Banwell et al., 

2013). If temperature/precipitation peaks occur when the system is poorly developed, they are 

especially effective at increasing velocities (Hooke et al., 1989; Vieli et al., 2004) and are probably 

due to basal decoupling/increased till deformation (Hanson et al., 1998; Jansson and Näslund, 2009). 

The upper ablation area may also respond to basal !! fluctuations. Here, short-lived increases in 

water input increase basal sliding by 16–40% relative to winter velocities, probably occurring because 

of increased till deformation and possible ice-till decoupling, permitting efficient sliding (Hooke et al., 

1989, 1992; Iverson et al., 1995). In the firn area, short-term velocity variations have been observed 

close to the headwall, believed to be caused by limited water input to the bergschrund (Hanson et al., 

1994).  

Some longitudinal coupling may help explain velocity variations, whereby changes occurring in one 

area of the bed impact elsewhere (Hooke et al., 1989; Hanson and Hooke, 1994; Jansson, 1996). 

This coupling is inferred because often velocities in one area increase before the area’s !! increases. 

 

3.4.4. Melt Modelling    

Hock and Holmgren (1996) developed a SEB model for Storglaciären, finding net radiation supplied 

66% total melt energy, with the remainder contributed by sensible (29%) and latent (5%) heat fluxes. 

Agreement between measured and calculated ablation was good on most days, with ~10% 

underestimation by the model compared with observations (Hock and Holmgren, 1996). They noted 

that a major error might be in assuming 0°C surface temperature, not accounting for nocturnal 

freezing at the surface (Hock and Holmgren, 1996). Employing the bulk aerodynamic approach also 

likely introduced errors.  

Hock and Holmgren (2005) developed this SEB model. It calculated melt for each 30-m cell, including 

direct and diffuse radiation modifications based on slope and shading. It replicated well observations 

of snowline retreat and stake ablation, though overpredicted 1994 melt, and underpredicted high and 

overpredicted low ablation in 1993 (Hock and Holmgren, 2005). It was coupled to Hock and Noetzli’s 

(1997) linear-reservoir model to compare modelled and observed proglacial discharges. The model 
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replicated well diurnal/seasonal discharge fluctuations: Nash-Sutcliffe values were 0.83 and 0.86 for 

1993 and 1994, respectively (Hock and Holmgren, 2005). The key conclusion was importance of 

including surrounding topography since modelled melt varied substantially from topographic shading. 

Diurnal melt variations captured by this model would not have been reproduced as well by PDD 

approaches (Hock, 2003). Reijmer and Hock (2008) coupled this to a subsurface model for internal 

accumulation (namely refreezing within the snowpack); this performed reasonably well, although melt 

was overestimated (underestimated) high in the accumulation area (low in the ablation area).  

 

3.4.5. Hydrological Modelling     

Nilsson and Sundblad (1975) used a linear-reservoir model on Storglaciären, demonstrating water 

does not reach proglacial streams only by supraglacial runoff since delays existed between melt 

generation and detection at gauging stations (GSs). Hock and Noetzli (1997) furthered this by 

incorporating a SEB model, routing water through Storglaciären using three reservoirs (Figure 2.5). 

Modelled discharges replicated observations: in 1993, the R2 was 0.82 and, in 1994, 0.88; total 

discharge was underestimated by 8% (6%) in 1994 (1993) (Hock and Noetzli, 1997). However, peak 

flows were underestimated mid-melt season (Hock and Noetzli, 1997). This could be because melt 

was underestimated, because empirical discharges were overestimated during peak flows (due to 

difficulty of accurate measurement in proglacial streams) or because storage constants were 

temporally invariant, when seasonal evolution occurs, especially for the ice reservoir. Bulk water 

storage was also unaccounted for by the model. This shows that accurately modelling meltwater is 

fundamental (Hock and Noetzli, 1997).  

Recently, Gravelle (2013) used linear-reservoir modelling to determine the contributions of different 

reservoirs to proglacial streams. However, melt was not modelled using meteorological data, but 

determined using ‘implied input’ calculated from flow-recession analysis (following Hodgkins et al., 

2013) of proglacial streams’ discharge; the modelled and observed values were ‘tuned’ until a best fit 

was obtained, generating near-perfect matches of modelled and observed data. However, this 

approach does not allow future discharge predictions as a physically based model would, nor did it 

integrate modelled with empirical data to verify the model. 

 

3.5. Summary and Research Gaps  

Collectively, there has been much effort to determine, using theoretical and empirical studies, 

Storglaciären’s hydrology. Much focus has been on collecting extensive empirical observations, 

principally with dye-tracing and borehole experiments. While hydrological modelling has been 

conducted here, no study has applied a physically based model, allowing detailed consideration of the 

internal-drainage-system state, including !!  predictions, and being able to be forced with future-

climate data. Moreover, previously applied linear-reservoir models have been compared with, at best, 
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one/two empirical dataset(s) for one/two summer season(s). Better integration with observations is 

needed. In addition, no model included surface routing to determine delays to supraglacial travel and 

produce spatially concentrated water inputs. This study therefore builds on this research by using 

physically based modelling, integrating it with detailed empirical observations, determining the 

model’s applicability for Storglaciären.  
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4. Data and Methods  
4.1. Introduction  

Three coupled models are used (Figure 4.1): 

1) a SEB model calculating meltwater across Storglaciären’s surface, 

2) a SROUT model routing water supraglacially either until it runs off Storglaciären or is 

intercepted by moulins feeding the glacier’s internal system, and 

3) a SUBHYD model routing the moulin inputs subglacially in an inherently channelised system.    

Models are written in the FORTRAN-77 programming language; the SEB and SROUT models form a 

single program and the SUBHYD model a separate one.  

Models run for 139 days from 17/04/2012 (Julian Day Number [JD] 108).  

This chapter now has five sections: one for each of the three models, including required input data, a 

fourth detailing empirical data used for model calibration/validation, and a fifth describing the 

experimental design.  
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Figure 4.1. A summary of the models used in this study, their input data requirements and output 
data. Green boxes indicate the three (SEB, SROUT and SUBHYD) submodels coupled in this study. 
Blue boxes indicate model input data, with red circles indicating subsets within these input datasets. 
Yellow hexagons indicate modelled outputs; the darker yellow hexagons containing bold text indicate 
modelled outputs that are compared with empirical datasets for validation purposes. (Abbreviations: 
DEM = digital elevation model; Rad. = (shortwave and longwave) radiation, Ppt. = precipitation, 
Temp. = temperature, dir. = direction, topog. = topography, AWS = Automatic Weather Station, and 
CSA = cross-sectional area.) For further details on generating input datasets and for detailed 
descriptions of each model, see subsequent sections.   
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4.2. Surface-energy-balance Model  

This study uses the SEB model developed by Arnold et al. (1996) for HGd’A, tested with Richards et 

al.’s (1996) empirical data. Its outputs were used to force SROUT and SUBHYD models (Arnold et al., 

1998). The SEB model was applied, with developments, to Midre Lovénbreen, Svalbard (Arnold et al., 

2006; Rye et al., 2010), the ‘Paakitsoq region’ of the GrIS (Banwell et al., 2012a), and in other studies 

(Brock et al., 2002; Arnold, 2005; Arnold and Rees, 2009). It always performed well, increasing 

confidence in its use for multiple glaciers and thus Storglaciären.  

The model’s key output is high temporal (hourly) and spatial (20-m) resolution melt across 

Storglaciären’s surface, used by the SROUT model (Section 4.3). The model is validated by 

comparing cumulative modelled ablation with observed mass-balance data, and modelled surface 

lowering with lowering observations at the glacier-surface AWS.  

 

4.2.1. Model Description  

Basic equations and parameters (Table 4.1) are maintained from earlier model versions. The major 

difference between the model used here and Arnold et al.’s (1996) version is this model allows 

variable glacier-surface temperatures (following Arnold et al., 2006).  

 

4.2.1.1. Introduction  

The model deals with SWR in most detail, but includes turbulent heat fluxes and LWR, which make 

smaller, but still significant, contributions (Arnold et al., 1996; Arendt, 1999; Cuffey and Paterson, 

2010). This model uses Equation 2.3 (Section 2.3.1.2), but omits !!. A subsurface refreezing scheme 

(e.g., Reijmer and Hock, 2008; Rye et al., 2010; Banwell et al., 2012a) is not included. The SEB 

components are calculated for each hourly timestep for every glacier-surface DEM cell. 
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Table 4.1. Values of parameters used in the SEB model. 

Parameter Symbol Value Units 

Sensible heat scalar (ice) !! 6.34 ×!10-6 m kg-1 K-1 s2 

Sensible heat scalar (snow) !! 4.42 × 10-6 m kg-1 K-1 s2 

Latent heat scalar (ice, condensation) !! 9.83 × 10-3 m kg-1 s2 

Latent heat scalar (ice, evaporation) !! 11.14 × 10-6 m kg-1 s2 

Latent heat scalar (snow, condensation) !! 6.86 × 10-6 m kg-1 s2 

Latent heat scalar (snow, evaporation) !! 7.77 × 10-6 m kg-1 s2 

Latent heat of fusion of water !! 3.34 × 10-5 J kg-1 

Density of water !! 1000 kg m-3 

Density of ice  !! 900 kg m-3 

Density of snow  !! 331 kg m-3 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant ! 5.7 × 10-8 W m-1 K-4 

Atmospheric lapse rate   0.0065 K m-1 

Surface layer depth !! 0.22 m 

Subsurface layer depth !! 2.78 m 

Thermal diffusivity (ice) ! 1.16 × 10-6 m2 s-1 

Thermal diffusivity (snow) ! 0.4 × 10-6 m2 s-1 

Specific heat capacity  ! 2097 J kg-1 

 

4.2.1.2. Shortwave Radiation  

The model assumes incoming SWR measured at the AWS is representative of the entire catchment. 

It then follows Oerlemans (1993), Arnold et al. (1996) and Banwell et al. (2012a) in assuming diffuse 

radiation from the sky is one-fifth of measured global SWR. If detailed cloud-cover records existed, 

this assumption would be unnecessary. The incoming SWR flux is modified at each grid cell based on 

aspect, slope angle, shading from surrounding grid cells and for the sky-view factor for diffuse 

radiation, accounting for the variation in sky proportion visible from a given grid cell, deemed 

important for SEB (Arnold et al., 2006). Arnold et al. (1996) give full details of calculating slope 

angles, aspects, shading from surrounding cells, and sky-view factors; these are the same here.  

 

4.2.1.3. Albedo 

Albedo is a surface’s average reflectivity, significant for total SEB (Escher-Vetter, 1985; Hock, 2005). 

Albedo is controlled by numerous factors, including water content, grain size, impurity content, 

surface roughness, and crystal orientation and structure (Hock, 2005). Typical albedos are <0.1 for 
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debris-rich dirty ice to >0.9 for fresh snow (Brock et al. 2000; Hock, 2005; Cuffey and Paterson, 

2010). Many possible albedo paramaterisations exist (Brock et al., 2000).  

This study uses differing snow and ice albedos. Following Arnold et al. (2006), snow albedo (!!) is 

calculated using a relation between snow depth and albedo, with 92 measurements from the AWS 

during 2012 on albedo variation with snow depth (Figure 4.2).  

Figure 4.2. The albedo to snow depth relation used in this study. The red line shows the logarithmic 
relationship used to generate Equation 4.1.   

 

With these data, a logarithmic relationship was deemed appropriate (!! = !0.183, p!value = 0.000 at 

the 95% significance level). While other (e.g., linear) relationships produced slightly higher !! values, 

they overpredicted albedo at higher snow depths (values generated were often >1), resulting from 

bias in empirical measurements towards lower snow depths.  

!! is calculated by:  

!! = !0.034! ln(!) + 0.7892     (4.1) 

where ! is snow depth.  

To determine ice albedo (!!), data were used from Jonsell et al.’s (2003) Storglaciären study: 216 !! 
measurements over nine summers were made and mean values presented for different glacier-

surface elevations. Overall mean !! was 0.353, close to the value for ‘clean ice’ (Cuffey and Paterson, 

2010). An albedo-elevation relationship was used for these data (Figure 4.3; !! = !0.478, p!value =
0.027 at the 95% significance level).  
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Figure 4.3. The ice albedo relation used in this study. The red line shows the linear relationship used 
to derive Equation 4.2.  

 

Albedo is expectedly lower at lower surface elevations due to lengthier exposure to melting, 

concentrating debris on the surface, thus absorbing more insolation (e.g., Oerlemans, 1992, 1993; 

Klok and Oerlemans, 2002; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010; Scherler et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; 

Fyffe et al., 2014).  

!! is calculated by:  

!! = −0.0008!! + 1.4629      (4.2) 

where ! is the surface DEM’s cell elevation.  

For each grid cell, the !! relation (Equation 4.1) is used for every timestep until the entire snow depth 

is melted, whence the !! relation (Equation 4.2) is employed. !" ↑ is then calculated with Equation 

2.3.   

 

4.2.1.4. Longwave Radiation  

Net LWR sums that received from the sky and surrounding terrain (!" ↓) and that emitted by the 

glacier surface (!" ↑).   

Incoming LWR is calculated following Arnold et al. (2006). This is due to lacking cloud-cover data, 

making estimating LWR from the sky using relations to atmospheric factors such as temperature and 

humidity difficult.  
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Thus, the ‘effective emissive temperature of the sky’ (!!!"#) is first calculated:  

!"!"# = !"↓!"#
!

! !
      (4.3) 

where ! is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and !" ↓!"# measured incoming LWR at the AWS.  

A lapse rate corrects for elevation differences of DEM cells, generating elevation-corrected incoming 

LWR (!" ↓!). Total incoming LWR from the sky for each grid cell (!" ↓!"#) is determined from:  

!" ↓!"#!= !!" ↓! !!      (4.4) 

where !! is the proportion of sky visible from each DEM cell. !! was not calculated in this study, and so 

was left constant at 0.95 (i.e., from each DEM cell, 95% sky is visible). This is a simplification but is 

justified since Storglaciären is not surrounded by high mountains (such as in the Alps) likely to have a 

disproportionate effect on the proportion of visible sky, and also because LWR makes relatively 

unimportant contributions to SEB (Arnold et al., 2006).  

LWR emitted by the surrounding terrain (!" ↓!"##) is then calculated:  

!" ↓!"## != (1 − !!)!!!"##!        (4.5) 

where !!"## is average temperature of the surrounding terrain visible from the grid cell. Given the lack 

of temperature data for surrounding terrain, and the difficulty this would be to compute (as 

temperatures need calculating for each different terrain type), this study follows Arnold et al. (2006) in 

assuming !!"## is the same as the elevation-corrected temperature (calculated using a lapse rate with 

measurements from the AWS) in each grid cell for each time step. This is an oversimplification, but 

!" ↓!"## again makes small contributions to total SEB.  

Total !" ↓ is then the sum of !" ↓!"## and !" ↓!"#.  

!" ↑ is determined as a function of the glacier-surface temperature (!!):  

!" ↑!= !!!!!!      (4.6) 

Section 4.2.1.5 gives details of computing surface temperatures.  

Net LWR is !" ↓ minus !" ↑ (Equation 2.3).  
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4.2.1.5. Glacier-surface Temperature  

Following Arnold et al. (2006), this study allows varying glacier-surface temperatures, contrasting with 

earlier models assuming constant 0°C temperatures (Arnold et al. 1996, 1998). Arnold et al. (2006) 

outline this scheme. Briefly, it follows Klok and Oerlemans (2002) in assuming a two-layer subsurface 

scheme. The total SEB is allowed to warm the surface layer, and heat loss to the sub-surface layer is 

calculated based on the temperature gradient between the surface and subsurface layer; this 

subsurface layer can then lose heat to glacier’s body. The glacier-body temperature therefore needs 

specifying to determine the magnitude of the flux between the two. To this end, the average 2012 air 

temperature of –3.2°C at TRS is used, slightly higher than the 1965–1995 mean of –3.9°C, therefore 

representing a valid long-term value (Grudd and Schneider, 1996).  

 

4.2.1.6. Turbulent Fluxes  

!! and !! are calculated following Arnold et al. (1996) and Ambach (1986). The model assumes a 

melting glacier surface (at 0°C, with vapour pressure equal to the saturated vapour pressure at 0°C) 

and adiabatic stratification in a Prandtl-type boundary layer. The equations then are:  

!! = !!!!!!!!!!      (4.7) 

and  

!! = !! !!"!!!!       (4.8) 

where !!  and !!  are coefficients, !  air pressure, !  air temperature, !  wind speed and !"  the 

difference between vapour pressure of the air and saturation vapour pressure at the glacier surface 

(Arnold et al., 1996). Measurements in this study were made at ~2 m above the surface. !! and !! 
vary depending upon whether the surface is ice or snow (because of their differing roughnesses) and 

whether the surface undergoes condensation or evaporation; Table 4.1 lists values used. !, ! and !" 

for each grid cell are calculated using an elevation-dependent lapse rate (Table 4.1) and the relative 

humidity (RH), which is spatially invariable, justified since RH does not vary substantially over 

Storglaciären (Hock and Holmgren, 2005).  

 

4.2.1.7. Precipitation  

Precipitation measured at the AWS is assumed to fall evenly across Storglaciären’s surface, 

contrasting with the 10% linear increase in precipitation with elevation used by Hock and Noetzli 

(1997). Given the low altitudinal range (~1130–1730 m a.s.l.), this does not introduce substantial 

errors. Gauges are known to underestimate precipitation by up to ~25% (Östling and Hooke, 1986; 

Hock and Noetzli, 1997), and this may be especially true since this environment is windy (Jansson 

and Näslund, 2009), however this is highly spatio-temporally variable, so no correction is applied. 
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Precipitation falls as snow for any grid cell where the lapse-rate-corrected air temperature is <1°C; 

this compares with higher values of 1.5°C used by Hock and Holmgren (2005) and Hock and Noetzli 

(1997), and 2°C by Oerlemans and Hoogendoorn (1989) and Arnold et al. (1996), but the lower 0°C 

used by Greuell and Oerlemans (1986) and Greuell and Smeets (2001). Section 5.1.2 presents 

details of sensitivity tests to generate this value. If snow already exists in a cell, new snow is added to 

the previous depth. If temperature is >1°C, precipitation falls as rain and is inputted to the SROUT 

model. 

 

4.2.1.8. Accounting 

Figure 4.4 details procedures used to determine whether melt is generated or whether the surface 

warms/cools for each timestep.  

Figure 4.4. The method used to determine whether the surface cools/warms and whether melt is 
generated for each hourly timestep of the SEB model.  
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4.2.2. Surface-energy-balance Model Input Data  

4.2.2.1. Digital Elevation Models  

The model requires DEMs of the glacier surface and surrounding topography to calculate topographic 

shading, slope angles and aspects, in addition to spatially distributing meteorological data from the 

AWS using lapse rates.  

The glacier-surface DEM (Figure 4.5) is derived using both post-processed differential GPS data and 

‘Total Station surveys’ conducted in mid-late July 2010 (A. Mercer, unpublished). Surveys covered 

Storglaciären’s majority; one benefit of this method is that areas too dangerous to access manually 

could be surveyed; the overall accuracy is probably <0.1 m (A. Mercer, written communication). The 

provided DEM was resampled to 20-m resolution (from original 5-m resolution) using a cubic 

technique to maintain continuity with other input files, exported as an ASCII file and converted using 

MATLAB to a single-column UNIRAS (1990) file for the model. This method was always adopted 

when creating single-column files from georeferenced ones.  

 

Figure 4.5. DEM of Storglaciären’s surface topography at 20-m resolution. Contours shown are at 20-
m intervals.  

 

The surrounding-topography DEM (Figure 4.6) is derived from a DEM of the Kebnekaise region, 

created using photogrammetry; it has 0.05 m horizontal and 0.1 m vertical accuracy (Koblet et al., 

2010). It was resampled using a cubic technique and clipped to cover only Storglaciären’s immediate 

surroundings.  
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Figure 4.6. DEM of the topography surrounding Storglaciären, also of 20-m resolution, with contours 
shown at 20-m intervals.  

 

A mask is required to specify the basin’s ice-covered areas. This was generated by hand-drawing a 

polygon (shown in Figure 4.6) around the glacier-surface DEM (Figure 4.5). Locations where ice is 

present were assigned values of 1 and those where ice absent set to 0.   

 

4.2.2.2. Snow Depths  

To determine start-of-season snow depths, snow probing was conducted at 273 points (Figure 4.7), 

representing ~100 points km-2, in early April 2012 (unpublished data of TRS). Storglaciären’s snow 

distribution is highly sporadic, so extensive coverage is crucial in generating accurate data (Evans et 

al., 2008). There is some uncertainty over depths in the accumulation area because identifying snow-

ice interfaces here is more difficult (e.g., Holmlund and Jansson, 1999). Snow probings are conducted 

before ablation commences and measurements always occur first at lower elevations to ensure this 

happens (Holmlund and Jansson, 1999). Sometimes snowfall occurs following initial measurements, 

however the SEB model accounts for this, so errors are not introduced.  

Kriging interpolation was used between these point measurements, with extrapolation to 

Storglaciären’s edge, to form a 20-m resolution raster. No extrapolation was used to the edge of 

4.4 
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Storglaciären’s watershed, meaning snow on slopes here is omitted from water-flux calculations. 

However, this is probably only important early melt season (i.e., outside the period of comparison with 

proglacial-stream discharge).  

Figure 4.7. Storglaciären’s start-of-season snow-depth distribution in 2012. Black dots show the 
locations where snow probing was conducted.  

 

4.2.2.3. Meteorological Data  

The model uses hourly temperatures, SWR, LWR, RH, precipitation, and wind speeds/directions 

(Figure 4.8).  

Most data were derived from the AWS on the glacier surface during 2012 at ~1370 m a.s.l. (Figure 

4.16). Owing to problems with this AWS’s anemometer, wind data were derived from a second AWS 

at TRS (Figure 3.1). Given TRS’s lower sheltering by surrounding topography, wind speeds may be 

higher than those on the glacier surface, but no relationship between the two existed, so no correction 

is applied. Regardless, former studies (e.g., Hock and Holmgren, 2005) showed large scatter in wind 

speed across Storglaciären, so without numerous AWSs, there is always likely to be unreliability in 

extrapolating measurements from one location. Model results are also relatively insensitive to wind 

speeds (N.S. Arnold, personal communication).  

Meteorological data were distributed across the surface using a spatio-temporally invariable lapse 

rate since adjusting the lapse rate would not impact modelled results (Hock and Holmgren, 2005).  
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Figure 4.8. Meteorological data used by the SEB model: (a) temperature, (b) incoming shortwave 
radiation, (c) incoming longwave radiation, (d) relative humidity, and (e) precipitation.  

 

4.3. Supraglacial-routing Model  

4.3.1. Model Description  

Hourly outputs (of melt/rainfall) from the SEB model are routed supraglacially either to moulins 

feeding the englacial and ultimately subglacial systems or until they runoff Storglaciären’s edges. The 

SROUT model is that originally developed for HGd’A (Arnold et al., 1998), validated by Willis et al. 

(2002). It was subsequently modified and applied to the GrIS, specifically to include lake filling in 

supraglacial topographic depressions (Banwell et al., 2012b; Arnold et al., 2013). This increases 

confidence in the model’s ability to perform well.  

The model incorporates a flow-delay algorithm (FDA) derived from Arnold et al. (1998). From the 

glacier-surface DEM, moulins’ watersheds are calculated, and travel times between the DEM cell 

where water is present and the moulin into which it drains are calculated using the FDA. It assumes 

water flows down the steepest hydraulic gradient between cells. Knowledge of snow/ice distribution 

(from the SEB model) allows calculations of delay times for each DEM cell, which are integrated for 

individual moulins to generate hourly input hydrographs (Equations 4.9–4.11). Travel times decrease 

as snow quantities in moulins’ catchments decrease over the season. Table 4.2 lists parameters used 

by the model.   
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For cells containing snow at a given timestep, vertical and horizontal flow times need calculating. To 

calculate vertical travel times to the base of the cell’s snowpack (!), Colbeck’s (1978) equation is 

used, assuming flow in a Darcian layer:  

! = !!!
!!!!
! !!!

! !
      (4.9) 

where !!  is the snowpack’s effective porosity, ! snowpack depth, !!  water density, ! gravitational 

acceleration, ! water viscosity, ! snow permeability and ! water flux through the snowpack (i.e., melt 

plus precipitation from the SEB model). Following Arnold et al. (1998) and Banwell et al. (2012b), !! 
and ! were kept constant at values for ‘medium-grain old dry snow’ (Male and Gray, 1981).  

To calculate horizontal flow velocities across snow-covered cells (!!), Colbeck’s (1978) equation is 

used:  

!! =
!!!
! !"!
!       (4.10) 

where ! is surface slope and ! snow porosity.  

To calculate horizontal flow velocities across ice-covered cells (!!), the Gauckler-Manning-Strickler 

equation is employed:  

!! = !!/!!!/!
!        (4.11) 

where !  is (spatially constant) hydraulic radius of the supraglacial channel, and !  Manning’s 

roughness coefficient. Moulin input hydrographs are insensitive to values for ! and !; much greater 

sensitivity is on the presence of snow within moulins’ watersheds (Arnold et al., 1998; Schneider, 

1999; Willis et al., 2002; Banwell, 2012) 
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Table 4.2. Values of parameters used in the SROUT model. 

Parameter Symbol Value Units 

Hydraulic radius ! 0.035 m 

Manning’s roughness ! 0.05 m-1/3 s 

Water density !! 1000 kg m-3 

Ice density !! 900 kg m-3 

Gravitational acceleration ! 9.81 m s-2 

Water viscosity  ! 1.8 x 10-3 Pa s 

Snow permeability ! 6 x 10-9 m2 

Snow porosity ! 0.68 – 

Snow effective porosity 

 

!! 0.63 – 

 

4.3.2. Surface-routing Model Input Data  

The model requires four input datasets: glacier-surface topography, moulin locations and their input 

hydrographs, and snow/ice distributions for each timestep.   

 

4.3.2.1. Surface Topography  

The surface DEM (Figure 4.5) was created with the procedure described for the SEB model (Section 

4.2.2.1). 

However, the SROUT model will not run if depressions exist in the DEM. Thus, these ‘sinks’ were 

identified and filled using ArcGIS’s Sink and Fill tools; alternative methods can remove depressions, 

including allowing them to fill with water, like the model used by Banwell et al. (2012b) for the GrIS, 

but since lakes do not form on Storglaciären’s surface, this was inappropriate, so they are instead 

considered DEM artefacts (Arnold, 2010). To check the surface DEM produced realistic supraglacial 

flow pathways, and paralleling the procedure used in Section 4.4.2.1, the Flow Direction tool 

determined theoretical flow pathways for the DEM, and the Flow Accumulation tool defined the 

number of upstream-contributing cells. Realistic theoretical flow pathways were produced and they 

were often intersected by moulins (Figure 4.9).  
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Figure 4.9. Flow accumulations over the surface DEM (Figure 4.5) as a check that moulins (red dots) 
were in locations likely to ‘catch’ water from theoretical supraglacial flow pathways determined from 
the surface DEM.  

 

4.3.2.2. Moulins 

Moulin locations (Figure 4.9) used for tracing experiments were recorded using a handheld GPS 

during 2012 and 2013 (Figure 4.16). Additionally, a more complete list of moulins was provided by 

TRS, supplementing those used in the field.  

The model allows moulin-cell radiuses to be adjusted to account for the fact that occasionally surface 

meltwater streams predicted by the model flow very close to a moulin’s location, but do not intercept 

it. Field evidence suggests this is unrealistic (e.g., Holmlund, 1988b). For HGd’A, the cell radius had 

to be set to two/three times the actual cell size to allow water capture (N.S. Arnold, personal 

communication). Section 5.2 gives full details of sensitivity tests adjusting cell radius.  

 

4.3.2.3. Snow and Ice Distribution  

The snow/ice distribution used in the FDA was determined from the modelled snowline retreat.  

 

4.3.2.4. Water Volumes  

The SEB model determined meltwater and rainfall volumes.  
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4.4. Subglacial-hydrology Model  

The SUBHYD model is fed with the SROUT model’s input hydrographs. There is no englacial-storage 

component, so water entering moulins is dealt with immediately by the subglacial system, contrasting 

with other glacier-hydrology models (e.g., Flowers and Clarke, 2002a; Werder et al., 2013). The 

SUBHYD model uses Arnold et al.’s (1998) model applied successfully to HGd’A, the ‘Paakitsoq 

region’ of the GrIS (Banwell et al., 2013), and, in simplified form, to Franz Josef Glacier, New Zealand 

(Anderson et al., in press).  

 

4.4.1. Model Description  

The model is derived from the Extended Transport (EXTRAN) block of the US Environmental 

Protection Agency’s Storm Water Management Model (SWMM). EXTRAN is a dynamic model routing 

inflows from hydrographs in channels, originally developed for urban systems (Roesner et al., 1988). 

SWMM is a pseudo two-dimensional model because conduits branch and converge at junctions, but 

only their slopes, lengths and locations relative to other conduits need defining (Banwell et al., 2013). 

Flow is simulated in ‘sewers’, fed by ‘drains’, where water enters (or leaves) the system; for glaciers, 

‘sewers’ are subglacial conduits and ‘drains’ are moulins receiving inflow (Figure 4.10). ‘Junctions’ 

(vertical pipes not receiving surface inputs) connect subglacial conduits.  

Figure 4.10. The configuration of the EXTRAN component of the SUBHYD model. Figure modified 
from Banwell (2012).   

 

The SUBHYD model is inherently channelised, routing flow in R-channels (Röthlisberger, 1972). 

Arnold et al. (1998) attempted incorporating distributed drainage into the model, however it performed 

poorly when the glacier was postulated to be underlain by distributed systems, so no attempt at 

replicating this behaviour was made for Storglaciären. As further justification for accounting for only 
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channelised drainage, field evidence from summer 2012 suggested Storglaciären was underlain by 

channels even with limited early-season water inputs (Williamson, 2013). Hock and Hooke (1993) 

also present convincing evidence for channelised flow beneath much of Storglaciären. This is likely 

due to the system being overlain by thin ice, yielding low creep closure. Furthermore, Gulley et al. 

(2012a), based on independent observations of a subglacial system, suggest previous studies using 

evidence from dye tracing for distributed early-season flow may need revaluation and, instead, 

conduits may form earlier than previously recognised.  

 

4.4.1.1. Model Formulation and Solution Methods   

The model solves the full dynamic equations for gradually varied flow (the ‘St. Venant’/‘shallow water’ 

equations) with an explicit-solution technique for each time step. In this model, following Banwell et al. 

(2013), a 1-second timestep is employed. Banwell et al. (2013) present full numerical details. Table 

4.3 lists parameters used in the model. Conduits must have lengths, diameters and Manning’s 

roughnesses assigned at the start of model runs. Junctions and moulins must have their bed and 

surface elevations specified, including cross-sectional areas (CSAs). Water inputs are specified for 

specific moulins; the model then calculates discharge and !!.  

 

4.4.1.2. Model Adaptations   

Arnold et al. (1998) modified the EXTRAN model to include channel enlargement by flowing meltwater 

and closure by ice deformation (Röthlisberger, 1972). This follows Spring and Hutter (1981) in 

assuming conduit wall-melting rate (!), in mass melted per unit length of conduit per unit time, is 

determined by:  

 

! =
!!! !/!!! !!!!

!
!!

      (4.12) 

 

where !! is conduit CSA, !! water density, !! a friction coefficient, ! the conduit’s water velocity and 

!! latent heat of fusion of water. 
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The rate of conduit closure by ice deformation (!), expressed as change in CSA per unit time is 

defined as:  

 

! = − !! − !! !! − !! !!!2 !
!"

!
!!     (4.13) 

 

where !! and !! are respectively ice-overburden and water pressures, ! and ! are respectively the 

exponent and Arrhenius parameter in Glen’s (1952) Flow Law, and !! conduit CSA.  

These equations are solved using water velocities and pressures calculated by the model for each 

conduit; conduit sizes can adjust every timestep.  

 

Table 4.3. Values of parameters used in the SUBHYD model. 

Parameter Symbol Value Units 

Friction parameter !! 0.25 – 

Latent heat of fusion of water  !! 3.34 x 105 J kg-1 

Arrhenius parameter ! 5.8 x 107 N m-2 s1/m 

  (SI equivalent)  6.8 x 10-15 s-1 kPa-3 

Ice flow law exponent ! 3 – 

 

 

Banwell et al. (2013) further modified the model; these modifications are adopted here. They applied 

two spin-up periods: in the first 24 hours of the run, conduits’ initial empty states when overlain by 

thick ice caused rapid creep closure, so a 24-hour spin-up period was applied when no wall 

melting/creep closure occurs. A second 24-hour spin-up then follows when Equations 4.12 and 4.13 

are linearly introduced to maintain model stability. The model needs a minimum CSA specifying to 

maintain system connectivity; this was 0.07 m2 (=0.3 m diameter), contrasting with the higher 0.2 m2 

for HGd’A (Arnold et al., 1998).  
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4.4.2. Subglacial-hydrology Model Input Data  

4.4.2.1. Subglacial Drainage System Structure  

Subglacial drainage system structure – its location, alignment and interconnection (Willis et al., 2008) 

– needs defining. To this end, ! theory (Shreve, 1972) is employed, with water assumed to flow along 

steepest ! gradients. This requires high-resolution DEMs of the glacier surface and bed for accurate 

predictions (Sharp et al., 1993; Wright et al., 2008).  

Figure 4.5 shows the surface DEM. The bed DEM was generated thus: it initially comprised 818 point 

measurements derived from radio-echo sounding and ~50 borehole investigations, with densest data 

in the smooth and easily accessible centre of the glacier (Herzfeld et al., 1993; Eriksson et al., 1993). 

To form the raster (Figure 4.11), Kriging interpolated between points and extrapolated to 

Storglaciären’s ice mask, selecting 20-m resolution.  

 
Figure 4.11. DEM of the bed topography of Storglaciären, with original data from Eriksson et al. 
(1993).  
 

Subglacial ! was determined:  

! = !!!! ℎ − ! + !!!"     (4.14) 

where !! is ice density, !! water density, ! gravitational acceleration, ℎ and ! respective surface and 

bed elevations, and !  the uniform flotation factor, the ratio of !!  to !! , i.e., !!/!! ; where ! = 1 

indicates subglacial !! = !! and where ! = 0 represents !! = !! (Shreve, 1972; Rippin et al., 2003; 

Willis et al., 2008, 2012).  
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Following Willis et al. (2012), the theoretical, long-term, steady-state drainage system structures for 

Storglaciären for 11 !  values from ! = 0  to ! = 1  at 0.1!  increments were compared with field 

observations of proglacial/ice-marginal streams, results from dye-tracing experiments and proglacial 

discharge data; where ! = 0.7 best matched field evidence and thus the structure was defined with 

this value (Williamson, 2013). Better representations of the structure would be produced if localised 

water inputs were included, and steady state was not assumed, but this is beyond this study’s scope 

(Gulley et al., 2012b). This value indicates 70% ice-overburden is supported by subglacial water in the 

steady-state configuration, matching previous suggestions for valley glaciers (e.g., Willis et al., 2012), 

but is lower than the ! = 0.925 value for the ‘Paakitsoq region’ of the GrIS, following expectations 

because of thicker ice here (Banwell et al., 2013). Figure 4.12 shows number of upstream contributing 

cells where ! = 0.7.  

Figure 4.12. Flow accumulations (number of upstream contributing cells) of subglacial hydraulic 
potential where ! = 0.7.  

 

The structure for the model was determined by placing subglacial conduits (black lines) along lines of 

highest !  (Figure 4.13). An extra conduit had to be added beyond the glacier edge to prevent 

unrealistic discharges at the outflow, resulting from high enlargement rates beneath thin ice close to 

the terminus. Moulin locations (blue dots) were from field observations and junctions (red dots) were 

used to connect conduits. The locations of moulins were encouraging since they often lay directly 

above lines of highest !, so representing a realistic structure, despite Shreve’s (1972) assumptions 

(Willis et al., 2008; Gulley et al., 2012b). Occasionally, subglacial-conduit locations were adjusted 

slightly to allow moulins to be incorporated into the structure. Outflows (green dots) were observed 

outflows from Storglaciären; these correlated well with modelled lines of highest !, lending further 

confidence to the drainage-system structure.  
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Figure 4.13. The inferred drainage system structure for Storglaciären based on accumulating number 
of upstream contributing cells for the calculation of subglacial hydraulic potential where ! = 0.7. Black 
lines correspond to lines of hydraulic potential in Figure 4.12.  

 

Confidence in this modelled drainage system also arises since a close match was obtained between it 

and the line of highest ! predicted by Schneider (2001), especially the location where subglacial flow 

commences (Figure 4.14). Differences between the above modelled structure and Schneider’s (2001) 

likely result from his assumption that !! = !!, whereas here !! = 0.7!!.  
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Figure 4.14. Schneider’s (2001) theoretical flow pathways beneath Storglaciären determined from 
hydraulic-potential calculations following Shreve (1972). (a) Storglaciären’s equipotential fields; water 
flow will be perpendicular to these lines. Water injected at location A will likely follow the thick line and 
emerge at B, assuming !! = !!. If !! = !!, the water injected at A would follow the dashed line. The 
modelled structure in this study broadly compares well with these suggestions. (b) A profile along line 
A–B, showing the location at which water from A would likely reach the glacier bed; again, this 
compares well (if slightly downglacier) with the modelled structure in this study.   

 

Conduits’ length, including their upstream/downstream connecting junctions, need specifying in the 

model. Lengths were determined with ArcGIS. Moulin and junction surface and ‘invert’ (bed) 

elevations were determined using DEMs (Figures 4.5 and 4.11; Appendix I).  

 

4.4.2.2. Subglacial Drainage System Morphology  

Conduit morphologies are also required by the model: specifically CSAs, diameters and roughnesses.  

To determine CSAs, a procedure similar to that outlined by Willis et al. (2012) was followed, using 

tracing results (Section 4.5.4; Table 5.6). The flow-pathway length between injection site and terminus 

was derived by summing the lengths of conduits along which tracers travelled (see Figure 4.13 for 

injection sites and conduits), and this was divided by the time taken from injection to peak 

breakthrough in proglacial streams to derive a mean throughflow velocity (!!" ) for all positive 

breakthroughs. Where multiple tests were conducted from the same site, the mean of these times 

was taken. The mean sum of water flowing along the pathway over summer (!!") was derived by 
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weighting the ! grid (Figure 4.12) with 2011 summer mass-balance data, assuming melt reaches the 

bed in situ, and then accumulating discharge along modelled flow pathways; Willis et al. (2012) and 

Williamson (2013) give full details. Mean CSA (!"#!") of the channel between injection site and 

terminus was then derived:  

!"#!" =
!!"
!!"

       (4.15) 

Since the aim is deriving start-of-season CSAs, using 2011 mass-balance data to determine mean 

sums of water flowing along pathways represents a better estimate than using 2012 data. Moreover, 

2012 dye-tracing experiments were conducted when moulins had only received water inputs for 

limited time. This produced CSAs in Appendix I. Conduit diameter (!!") was determined from:  

!!" = 2! !"#!"
!        (4.16) 

While this method is non-ideal since it assumes uniform CSA between injection sites and terminus 

(e.g., Hock and Hooke, 1993), it is a fair approximation given the model is more sensitive to 

roughness than initial CSAs (Banwell, 2012). Roughnesses were not derived from empirical data, but 

were used as a sensitivity test (Section 5.3.1). This is given debate in the literature surrounding 

roughnesses (e.g., Gulley et al., 2012a, 2013), and because Willis et al. (2012) found roughnesses 

derived from empirical data were unfeasibly high for R-channels, which are inherently specified in this 

model.  

In addition to conduit morphologies, CSAs of all moulins and junctions must be set. Following Banwell 

et al. (2013), all moulins’ CSA is 2.0 m2. For junctions that are not moulins, CSAs are 0.1 m2; though 

low, this prevents high water storage and back-up here.  

 

4.4.2.3. Moulin Input Hydrographs  

Moulin input hydrographs are computed by the SROUT model for each hour of the model run.  

 

4.5. Empirical Data for Model Calibration and Evaluation  

Several datasets are used for model calibration and evaluation. To validate the SEB model, total 

summer melt is compared with 2012 mass-balance data, and modelled surface lowering at the AWS 

is compared with observations. No quantitative data exist to test the SROUT model, so qualitative 

comparison is made with previous studies’ runoff estimates. For the SUBHYD model, two datasets 

are used: hourly proglacial discharge measurements in summer 2012 and subglacial flow-routing 

times from 2012 (and several 2013) tracing experiments. Qualitative comparison is made between 

modelled and observed subglacial !! from previous studies. 
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4.5.1. Mass Balance  

Total summer (April–September, inclusive) ablation across Storglaciären was derived from 2012 

mass-balance data, following Östling and Hooke (1986). Summer balance is measured using a 

distributed stake network. In 2012, 75 stakes were used, representing ~25 km-2, covering most of 

Storglaciären, not just its centreline, important for accurate mass-balance estimates (Arnold et al., 

2006). Some (e.g., crevassed) areas of Storglaciären are underrepresented with stakes, specifically 

because of dangers of drilling stakes in heavily crevassed regions, yet these regions may represent 

areas of considerable loss, adding some unreliability (Holmlund and Jansson, 1999). Overall, 

however, there is high confidence in Storglaciären’s mass balance determined thus (Jansson, 1999); 

errors are likely ±~2% for each stake, but when accounting for interpolation, total errors amount to 

±~4% (Östling and Hooke, 1986), <0.1 m water equivalent (w.e.) (Holmlund et al., 2005). A 10-m 

resolution summer-balance raster was provided by A. Mercer (unpublished); this was modified to 

remove points where no melting was observed, thus determining approximate meltwater quantity 

(Figure 4.15). Each cell’s total height change was multiplied by its 10 m2 size, and summed, 

generating total summer meltwater production (m3).  

 
Figure 4.15. 2012 summer average mass balance (m w.e.) for Storglaciären. Total summer mass 
balance for 2012 is then derived by multiplying the net change in each cell by the cell size (10m2). 
The dashed line marks the boundary between locations that experienced some melting during the 
summer with those that experienced no melting overall (i.e., mass balance was <0 m w.e.).  

 

4.5.2. Surface Lowering  

Surface-height change was measured hourly at the AWS (Figure 4.15) over summer.   
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4.5.3. Proglacial Discharge  

Independent discharge measurements were made in proglacial streams in 2012 using the fluorescent 

slug dye-dilution method (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005). Stage was measured hourly at GSs (Figure 

4.16) throughout summer using streambeds; a weir was not used because streambeds are stable in 

all except the highest flows (Seaberg et al., 1988). GSs were slightly downstream of glacial portals, 

but flow times to them were less than the model’s hourly timestep. Stage data were correlated with 

independent measurements to generate rating curves, thus deriving hourly discharge for each 

proglacial stream. Williamson (2013) gives full details.  

 

4.5.4. Subglacial Flow-routing Times   

4.5.4.1. 2012 Dye-tracing Experiments  

25 dye-tracing experiments using 50–150 ml (20% active ingredient) Rhodamine WT were conducted 

from 06/08/2012 (JD 219) to 24/08/2012 (JD 237) using 12 injection sites (Figure 4.16). 

Concentrations were measured in proglacial streams either with automatic fluorometers or manual 

sampling in the case of fluorometer inoperation. This generated breakthrough curves (BTCs). Flow-

routing times were defined as the time taken from injection to peak breakthrough at the GS (Table 

5.6). Williamson (2013) details dye-tracing methods.   

 

4.5.4.2. 2013 Tracing Experiments  

In addition, this study compares modelled flow-routing times with observations derived from several 

experiments in 2013 using novel DNA-based tracers. These tracers comprise DNA sequences 

encapsulated in polylactic microspheres; because DNA strands can be randomly combined, up to 

1.61!×!10!" individual tracers can be derived (Sharma et al., 2012). This means multiple sites can be 

injected simultaneously, representing development from conventional tracers, since only a limited 

number (~5) are available for simultaneous use. Two simultaneous injections of ten and five tracers 

were conducted on 05/08/2013 (JD 217) and 09/08/2013 (JD 221), respectively. Six injections 

showed positive breakthroughs and were used to derive 2013 subglacial flow-routing times (Table 

5.6).  
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Figure 4.16. Locations used for tracing experiments in 2012 and 2013, superimposed on bed 
topography, with the locations of proglacial streams and their gauging stations also shown. Note that 
moulins labeled here are the same as those in Figure 4.13. Those labelled here represent those 
moulins that were used for tracing experiments (cf. Table 5.6) (though not necessarily producing 
positive returns); unlabelled moulins were not used.   
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4.6. Experimental Design  

First, the SEB and SROUT models are run in isolation of the SUBHYD model and validated using 

mass-balance and surface-lowering data (Table 4.4). Several runs are conducted to test for sensitivity 

to the threshold for solid precipitation, snow density, and moulin radius. Once matches between 

observed and modelled data are optimised, moulin input hydrographs are fed into the SUBHYD 

model. This is run using differing conduit roughnesses; outputs are compared with proglacial 

discharge and tracing data. Borehole !!  data are presented for the run producing best matches 

between modelled and observed data.  

 

Table 4.4. Summary of stages of testing used to validate this study’s models.  

Test 
Stage 

Model 
Tested Parameter Tested Range of Values 

Tested Empirical Data for Validation 

1 SEB Snow density 100–500 kg m-3 Mass balance 

2 SEB Threshold for solid 
precipitation 1.5–0.9°C Surface lowering at AWS  

& mass balance 

3 SROUT Moulin cell radius 1–3 Runoff at glacier edges 

4 SUBHYD Subglacial conduit 
roughness 0.150–0.050 m-1/3 s Proglacial discharge & subglacial 

water-flow routing times 

 

Where possible, models are evaluated statistically using R2 values, the Nash-Sutcliffe Model 

Efficiency Coefficient, and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The Nash-Sutcliffe value (!) is 

defined as (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970):  

! = 1 − (!!!!!!! )!!!!!
(!!!!!!)!!!!!

     (4.17) 

where !!  is the mean of the observed values over the time period, !!  modelled value, and !!! 
observed value at time !. ! ranges from 1 to −∞;1 represents perfect match between observed and 

modelled values; 0 indicates that the model predicts values as accurately as the mean of 

observations; values <0 indicate the observed mean is a better predictor than the model. While 

traditionally used for hydrological models, the Nash-Sutcliffe value can be used to define other 

models’ efficiency (Krause et al., 2005). To avoid cancelling errors of opposite signs, the square of 

results is used; this means emphasis is placed on larger errors, with smaller ones neglected (Legates 

and McCabe, 1999; Krause et al., 2005). Furthermore, this indicates improvements to model 

efficiency occur at peak values (flows) rather than low values (flows), so higher Nash-Sutcliffe values 

represent better model replication of peak values (flows) (Krause et al., 2005). Yet, it remains justified 

for measuring model efficiency (e.g., Coffey et al., 2004; McCuen et al., 2006).  
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Other measures are advised in conjunction with Nash-Sutcliffe values (Jain and Sudheer, 2008). The 

!"#$ is also used, determined from:  

!"#$ = (!!!!!)!
!       (4.18) 

where ! is degrees of freedom.  
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5. Results  
5.1. Surface-Energy-Balance Model Sensitivity and Outputs 

SEB outputs are distributed hourly melt, and surface lowering at the AWS. Since net all-wave 

radiation measurements at the AWS were used as model input and no further measurements from 

2012 elsewhere on Storglaciären are available, these cannot be used to validate the model. 

Furthermore, measured snow albedo at the AWS cannot be used for model evaluation as these data 

were used to derive the snow-albedo relation. Unfortunately, 2012 snowline retreat measurements 

are unavailable. However, comparison with two empirical datasets still allows model validation and 

the key is generating distributed melt rather than comprehensively evaluating various energy fluxes’ 

contribution to ablation.   

 

5.1.1. Sensitivity to Snow Density  

Two parameters were changed to test sensitivity. The first was snow density; the model cannot 

account for spatial snow-density variations; instead, a uniform value needs prescribing. The model 

was insensitive to this, varied from 100–500 kg m-3. This led to total ablation variations of <18,000 m3 

over summer, seeming initially high, but being <1% observed summer ablation. Thus, the value of 

331 kg m-3 was retained from Arnold et al. (1996, 2006), comparing favourably with snow-density 

measurements on Storglaciären (Schytt, 1973).  

 

5.1.2. Sensitivity to the Threshold for Solid Precipitation  

The model was more sensitive to the threshold for solid precipitation. If precipitation is recorded, 

whether it falls as snow/rain is determined based on cells’ temperatures for each model timestep. 

With a higher threshold, more precipitation falls as snow than with a lower threshold. Three thresholds 

(1.5–0.9°C) were tested to determine impact on total melt and surface lowering.  

 

5.1.2.1. Comparison with Surface Lowering 

Surface-lowering measurements were made at the glacier-surface AWS (Figure 4.16) over summer. 

Raw data show large variation, often with wildly positive and negative values for surface-height 

change, not correlating well with snowfall events. This may be due to water vapour refreezing on the 

surface (Willis et al., 2002; Arnold et al., 2006) and because the uppermost ice layers are likely to 

have ‘weathering crusts’ (Müller and Keeler, 1969; Hock and Holmgren, 1996). The aim is to calibrate 

the model, rather than examine these processes. Thus, to remove data noise, comparison with 

lowering data is only conducted when reliable data existed from JDs 199–227. Empirical data are 

smoothed using a 13-point moving average, following Arnold et al. (2006). Modelled data are 
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corrected for snow/ice densities. The model was run with each threshold and data were cumulated 

over the period to determine total surface lowering (Figure 5.1).  

Figure 5.1. Modelled and observed cumulative surface lowering at the AWS over the period of 
reliable measurements. The modelled lowering for the 0.9°C is not shown because it exactly matched 
the 1.0°C curve.  

 

For all thresholds, data show initially good agreement, however partway through JD 203, the 1.5°C 

threshold predicts snowfall, increasing surface height. Following this, the modelled outputs run largely 

parallel with observations. For the 1.0°C (and 0.9°C) threshold, this snowfall is not predicted 

(precipitation instead falls as rain), meaning modelled data better resemble observations. For all 

thresholds, there are small snowfalls (like on JD 220) unpredicted by the model, but recorded in 

observations, though the 1.0°C line does slightly rise here. The alternative explanation would be that 

these small rises represent similar events to those generating the early-season noise, albeit of smaller 

magnitude. Even for the 1.0°C threshold, surface-height lowering (and thus ablation) is slightly 

underpredicted.  

Table 5.1 shows statistical performance of the runs. Performance for 0.9°C is the same as 1.0°C, 

suggesting model insensitivity to values <1.0°C. The Nash-Sutcliffe and R2 values for the 1.0°C 

threshold are very high, likely because there is very close match following small deviations at the 

beginning of the model run. Total underestimation of surface lowering for this threshold over the 

period is 2.39 cm (9.56 m3 melt), equivalent to 0.034 mm (0.0137 m3 melt) h-1. 
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Table 5.1. Statistical performance of the SEB model compared with surface lowering for differing 
thresholds for solid precipitation. 

Modelled Snow 
Threshold (°C) 

Nash-Sutcliffe 
Coefficient R2 RMSE  

(m) 
Modelled Minus Observed 

Surface Lowering (m) 

0.9 0.966 0.994 0.051 0.0239 

1.0 0.966 0.994 0.051 0.0239 

1.5 0.551 0.947 0.185 0.1745 

 

5.1.2.2. Comparison with Mass Balance 

In addition to comparing with surface lowering for different thresholds for solid precipitation, modelled 

mass balance was compared with observed 2012 summer mass balance. Empirical mass-balance 

measurements do not account for rainfall. Moreover, total modelled water balance accounts only for 

ablation, not rainfall, but does account for extra melt potentially occurring if new snow falls. Snow also 

impacts albedo, so there are two competing effects: one which increases the mass loss (because 

total water balance accounts for snow melt, but not rainfall) and another which decreases it due to 

reduced SWR available for melting with higher albedos. Figure 5.2 presents total predicted and 

observed ablation for different thresholds.  

Figure 5.2. Modelled (blue bars) versus observed (red bar) 2012 summer mass balance (i.e., melting 
in m3) for three differing snow thresholds tested in the model. Each bar’s value is shown above.  

 

These data indicate that best match (~4% difference) is found with the 1.0°C threshold, however there 

remains overall underestimated ablation compared with observed mass balance. Section 6.2.1 gives 

possible reasons for this discrepancy. When the threshold is set at 0.9°C, while there would be more 
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snow across Storglaciären available to melt, this clearly acts to reduce melting (due to its effect on 

albedo) more than for the 1.0°C scenario.  

 

5.1.3. Total Modelled Melt    

From this, the 1.0°C threshold for solid precipitation was adopted in all runs. Hourly melt across 

Storglaciären is totalled (Figure 5.3). Towards the beginning of the melt season, little ablation occurs 

until JD 145, when a melt event lasts until JD 149. Unsurprisingly, this mirrors high temperatures 

recorded at the AWS (Figure 4.8). Melting then reduces until JD 160, when fairly consistent (daytime) 

ablation begins until the conclusion of the model run. Melt peaks correlate with temperature peaks. 

High-amplitude diurnal fluctuations are observed in data throughout the season, representing lack of 

radiation available for melting during the night.    

Figure 5.3. Total meltwater production (m3) over the entire glacier surface predicted by the SEB 
model.  

 

5.2. Surface-Routing Model Sensitivity and Outputs    

In addition to meltwater (Figure 5.3), the SROUT model also deals with rainfall arriving on 

Storglaciären (Figure 4.8). This model produces moulin input hydrographs. Unfortunately, there was 

lacking empirical data for extensive sensitivity tests varying, for example, snow density and snow 

porosity, like in Willis et al. (2002). Thus, only qualitative comparisons can be made against former 

suggestions that 15% water likely runs directly off at the terminus (e.g., Seaberg et al., 1988; Kohler, 

1992).   
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5.2.1. Sensitivity to Moulin Radius   

In the model used for HGd’A (Arnold et al., 1998), the SROUT model occasionally required moulin 

radiuses adjusting to allow accurate representations of water capture by moulins, since sometimes 

supraglacial streams would flow directly past moulins instead of being captured by them, as happens 

in reality (N.S. Arnold, personal communication). This largely results from surface-DEM resolution, 

preventing recognition of subtle topographic changes altering flow direction near moulins. Moulin 

radius is initially set at 1, meaning each moulin occupies an entire 20m2 grid cell. If a greater radius is 

used, cell size is multiplied by the number; the model was only tested using three cell radiuses (1, 2 

and 3) since radiuses >3 grossly misrepresent reality. The aim was investigating the impact this has 

on total water capture by moulins versus runoff.  

It was found there was little impact on the water quantity captured by the vast majority of moulins 

(Table 5.2). Most moulins gain more (~15–50%) water with moulin-radius increases. Largest changes 

are for moulins 5, U12 and L1. These mainly lie towards Storglaciären’s edges (5 to the north, U12 

and L1 to the south; cf. Figure 4.13). Decreased capture by moulin L1 is compensated for by 

increased capture by U12, since a stream that for lower radiuses would have flowed past moulin U12 

downglacier to L1 is captured by U12’s higher radius. This parallels field observations and previous 

research indicating more water flowing into moulins above the riegel than further downglacier. 

Increased capture by moulin 5 (Figure 5.4) was believed to be more realistic since this moulin 

captures water that would otherwise have flowed off Storglaciären’s edge, yet no major ice-marginal 

stream is observed here (cf. Figure 3.1).  

 

Table 5.2. Water quantity (values in m3 s-1) captured by moulins on the glacier surface for differing 

moulin radiuses (see Figure 4.13 for locations on the glacier surface).  

Moulin 
number LN1 F5 F2 4 5 U11 U5 U9 U4 10 U1 12 U8 U2 U7 

C
el

l r
ad

iu
s 1 (20m) 45.26 24.94 8.11 1.45 3.36 2.60 2.86 0.87 6.10 10.08 5.83 2.31 1.75 9.58 19.55 

2 (40m) 57.71 15.89 9.66 2.53 7.39 5.38 4.00 1.47 14.67 1.47 5.83 3.99 3.43 15.55 22.00 
3 (60m) 75.34 26.13 15.75 3.63 111.1 6.50 5.40 3.10 18.13 1.47 10.10 3.99 4.81 12.35 27.43 

Moulin 
number U12 L1 L3 L2 20 F3 22 23 24 F4 F1 27 28 Runoff 

C
el

l r
ad

iu
s 1 (20m) 3.14 156.77 12.01 45.01 19.05 8.22 5.87 2.52 33.88 22.28 332.92 425.41 44.79 542.11 

2 (40m) 52.10 93.02 43.59 28.70 21.50 5.18 16.39 12.89 35.62 27.62 324.33 436.71 57.76 472.73 

3 (60m) 100.29 27.34 33.14 35.98 30.93 4.95 21.80 17.38 43.65 29.21 317.63 439.04 66.91 306.02 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of discharge (m3 s-1) into moulin 5 (cf. Figure 4.13) over the entire model run 
when cell radius was set to 1 (a) and 3 (b). Note the differing y-axis scales.  

 

The net effect of increasing moulin radius to 3 was to decrease total runoff at Storglaciären’s edges. 

Again, this is believed to represent best observations in 2012 and prior summers: previous research 

(e.g., Seaberg et al., 1988; Kohler, 1992) suggested runoff as ~15% of total water flowing across 

Storglaciären’s surface; best match for this is reproduced using moulin radius of 3 (Figure 5.5); only 

2% difference existed between modelled runoff and this value.    

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of total water fed into the SUBHYD model (i.e., being fed into moulins) 
compared with runoff at the glacier edges for differing moulin cell radiuses. Numbers within bars are 
the value they represent and percentages indicate percentage runoff at edges compared to the total 
water volume. 

 

5.2.2. Modelled Moulin Input Hydrographs  

Using a moulin radius of 3, hourly input hydrographs are produced for every moulin for the model run. 

Figure 5.6 shows sample input hydrographs for moulins progressively further downglacier. 

Hydrographs depend upon total water within moulins’ watersheds, the watersheds’ size and the 

presence of snow, delaying travel times. Understandably, little water is initially fed into moulins 

because of low temperatures/precipitation. Strong correlation exists between discharges for different 

moulins, with inflow peaks corresponding well, due to similar melt across Storglaciären. Towards the 

end of the melt season, moulins still display diurnal variation in inputs, with higher daytime inputs, but 

some inflow still occurs at night. Moulin 27 displays consistently high input discharges, reflecting 

snow’s presence here for the model run’s duration; this delays runoff, with discharge fed into the 

moulin at nighttime. The effect of a moulin’s catchment size on discharge is seen when examining 

hydrographs for moulins LN1 (Figure 5.6(f)) and 27 (Figure 5.6(a)): with large catchments, they 

receive much higher water quantities than moulins with smaller catchments, such as U4 (Figure 

5.6(c)), above the riegel, and L3 (Figure 5.6(e)), since much of their melt is intercepted by moulins 

further upglacier.  
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Figure 5.6. Moulin input hydrographs for the entire model run for moulins progressively further 
downglacier: (a) moulin 27, towards the upper end of the overdeepening, (b) moulin 22, south of the 
overdeepening, (c) moulin U4, above the riegel, (d) moulin U12, on the southern side of the riegel, (e) 
moulin L3, downglacier of the riegel, on the southern side and (f) moulin LN1, close to the terminus on 
the northern side. For moulin locations on the glacier, see Figure 4.13.  

 

 

5.3. Subglacial-Hydrology Model Sensitivity and Outputs   

Hydrographs are fed to the SUBHYD model. Given CSAs were derived from tracing results (Section 

4.4.2.2), only one model parameter could be used as a sensitivity test: conduit roughness (!). There 

is much debate over roughness in glaciology (e.g., Gulley et al., 2012a, 2013) and various values 

were used in previous models (Arnold et al., 1998; Banwell et al., 2013). In this study, several values 

were tested and compared with proglacial discharge and water flow-routing times from tracing 

experiments to determine best representation of Storglaciären’s conduit roughness. Section 5.3.2 

presents modelled subglacial !! for the run with roughness best matching observations.  
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5.3.1. Sensitivity to Conduit Roughness  

5.3.1.1. Modelled Proglacial Discharge: Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk  

Five tests were conducted using five roughnesses: in the first four, uniform conduit roughness was 

adopted, and in the fifth, conduit roughness was linearly related to conduit CSA, following Arnold et al. 

(1998). Given only one conduit supplies Nordjåkk’s outflow (cf. Figure 4.13), this conduit’s roughness 

was tested independently of others; Section 5.3.1.2 presents these results.  

Figure 5.7 presents modelled and observed discharges where ! = 0.150 for all conduits, Figure 5.8 

where ! = 0.125, Figure 5.9 where ! = 0.100, Figure 5.10 where ! = 0.050 and Figure 5.11 where ! 

was linearly related to CSA. ! values > 0.150 and < 0.050 were believed to unrealistically represent 

conduit roughness (Banwell, 2012). Table 5.3 compares modelled results with observations.   

 
Figure 5.7. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk where 
! = 0.150 for all conduits.  
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Figure 5.8. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk where 
! = 0.125 for all conduits.  

 

Figure 5.9. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk where 
! = 0.100 for all conduits.  
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Figure 5.10. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk where 
! = 0.050 for all conduits.  

 

 
Figure 5.11. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk where 
! was linearly related to conduit cross-sectional area.   
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Table 5.3. Summary of statistical performance for model runs using different values of ! for the 
conduits ultimately producing outflow at Sydjåkk and Centerjåkk. 

Value of conduit  
roughness (!) 

Nash-Sutcliffe 
Coefficient  R2 RMSE  

(m3 s-1) 
Modelled Minus Observed 
Proglacial Discharge (m3 s-1) 

0.050 -1.300 0.182 0.304 -65.751 
0.100 0.107 0.417 0.189 13.212 
0.125 0.265 0.337 0.172    -7.594 
0.150 -0.440 0.211 0.241 -70.263 

Linear relation to CSA 0.060 0.312 0.195 -44.396 

 

The empirical data show Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk respond to precipitation peaks (including on JDs 230, 

238, 240 and 243), with short lags since events, suggesting rapid water routing through the system.   

Table 5.3 indicates that best performance of observed versus modelled data was for uniform 

roughnesses of ! = 0.125 : highest Nash-Sutcliffe value, lowest RMSE, and lowest discrepancy 

between modelled and observed discharge were obtained here. R2 was also second highest. 

! = 0.100 provided second best performance, and had the highest R2, with linear relation of ! to CSA 

only slightly underperforming. Poorest performance was where ! = 0.050.  

Where ! = 0.150 (Figure 5.7), modelled discharges underestimate observations; this is especially true 

for the start of the observations, where modelled values are ~0.5 m3 s-1 lower than observations. 

There are two likely explanations for this: first, during this time, inflow into the subglacial drainage 

system was too rapid for conduits to evacuate water, so water backed up in the system, was lost onto 

the glacier surface (from overflowing moulins) and thus from the SUBHYD model; second, a large 

water quantity was not lost from the system, but instead it was routed through the system too slowly, 

arriving later. This is possible, especially since there is better match between observed and modelled 

data later: the water arriving later masked lower modelled flows then. Best match between modelled 

and observed discharges was for JDs 238 and 243–245.  

Where ! = 0.125, there is better match between modelled and observed discharges, however, overall 

insufficient discharge arrives at the GS; this could be for the same reasons as outlined for ! = 0.150. 
The magnitude of the difference between modelled outputs and observations is less pronounced, 

however, suggesting lower overflow of moulins from inability of the drainage system to evacuate melt 

quickly enough. Similar patterns are seen for ! = 0.100, however, high flows are overpredicted (by up 

to 0.5 m3 s-1) and low flows underpredicted (by 0.1–0.4 m3 s-1), such as on JD 233; this helps explain 

why this model run performs more poorly than where ! = 0.125, even though R2 is higher.  

Where ! = 0.050, peak (low) flows are overestimated (underestimated). This is likely because of too 

rapid runoff during high water inputs (due to faster flow with lower roughness). This water then does 

not arrive during lower flows, explaining their underestimation in modelled data. There is marked 
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underestimated discharge (by ~0.2–0.25 m3 s-1) early season. This could be because modelled 

discharge was routed too quickly prior to the beginning of the plotted discharge values shown here.  

For all runs, modelled peaks on JD 230 are absent from observations. It is unclear whether these are 

due to high precipitation/temperatures. This could be due to inability of empirical measurements to 

record accurately high stream discharges, especially if not using a stream weir, true in this study 

(Seaberg et al., 1988; Hock and Noetzli, 1997), so may not represent problems with modelling.  

 

5.3.1.2. Modelled Proglacial Discharge: Nordjåkk   

Sensitivity tests were conducted using four subglacial conduit roughnesses. Figure 5.12 presents 

results where ! = 0.125, Figure 5.13 where ! = 0.100, Figure 5.14 where ! = 0.075 and Figure 5.15 

where ! = 0.050. Table 5.4 presents statistical performance.  

 Figure 5.12. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Nordjåkk where ! = 0.125.  
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 Figure 5.13. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Nordjåkk where ! = 0.100.  

 

 
Figure 5.14. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Nordjåkk where ! = 0.075. 
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 Figure 5.15. A comparison of modelled versus observed discharge for Nordjåkk where ! = 0.050.   

 

Table 5.4. Summary of statistical performance for model runs using different values of ! for the 
conduit producing outflow at Nordjåkk. 

Value of conduit  
roughness (!)  

Nash-Sutcliffe 
Coefficient  R2 RMSE 

(m3 s-1) 
Modelled Minus Observed 

Proglacial Discharge (m3 s-1) 

0.050 -2.929 0.265 0.402 -19.047 
0.075 -0.277 0.231 0.230 -78.347 
0.100 -0.780 0.223 0.271 -116.427 
0.125 -1.235 0.199 0.304 -139.15 

 

Nordjåkk discharge responds strongly to peaks in precipitation: for example, precipitation events on 

JDs 228, 230 and 244 produce pronounced peaks in observed discharge.  

Table 5.4 indicates all model runs underestimated discharge. Best matches between observed and 

modelled data were where ! = 0.075: this value generated the highest Nash-Sutcliffe value (though 

this was still slightly negative, indicating the mean of observed discharges is a better predictor than 

the model) and only a slightly poorer R2 value than ! = 0.050. ! = 0.075 produced the lowest RMSE, 

however the discrepancy between observed and modelled discharge was better for ! = 0.050 than for 

! = 0.075, but this is offset by the much lower Nash-Sutcliffe value. This likely results because where 

! = 0.050, two overpredicted peak flows on JDs 244 and 246 compensated for model underprediction 

elsewhere; these peaks are not as prominent where ! = 0.075. This is reflected in the Nash-Sutcliffe 

value’s tendency to be more influenced by peak flows rather than low ones (Krause et al., 2005). 
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There are occasions when modelled data predict no flow whatsoever (JDs 237 and 241 in all runs), 

when observations suggested flow throughout nights; this may be because the model does not 

account for englacial storage.  

Broadly, as ! decreases, more modelled water arrives at the GS, not being lost from the SUBHYD 

model, which occurs with higher roughness values, explained in Section 5.3.1.1. There is also 

generally greater diurnal range in modelled discharge as ! decreases: again, this is likely because, 

with higher values, some of the water during the day is lost onto the glacier surface and thus diurnal 

variations masked.  

Even though the model run where ! = 0.075 displayed best match for observed data, there is still 

some discrepancy. Towards the start of the model run, discharge is underestimated by ~0.1–0.15 m3 

s-1. Section 6.2.2.1 outlines possible reasons behind this.  

 

5.3.1.3. Modelled Subglacial Flow-routing Times   

Modelled subglacial water-flow (moulin-to-terminus) routing times are compared with observed water-

routing times from summer 2012 (supplemented with several 2013 observations). Observed travel 

times are times taken from injection to peak breakthrough; these are derived for all injections 

producing positive breakthroughs. For breakthroughs in both Centerjåkk and Sydjåkk, mean travel 

time was taken; there was close agreement between breakthrough times, so this was a fair 

approximation. For full details on dye-tracing experiments, see Williamson (2013). Sample BTCs from 

2012 and 2013 are presented in Appendix II. To calculate modelled flow-routing times, the mean flow 

velocity for each conduit along which the tracer passed was calculated for the test duration 

(approximated with observed travel times); conduit lengths were used to generate travel times for 

each individual conduit; these were integrated to produce each test’s total travel time. Given conduit 

flow velocities were not modelled for 2013 since the model was only run for 2012, modelled 2013 

times were derived using mean flow velocities for each conduit over all of August 2012. Table 5.6 

compares observed and modelled travel times for differing conduit roughnesses; Figure 5.16 graphs 

these data. Table 5.5 presents statistical performance for differing roughnesses.  

Best matches between observed and modelled travel times were where !! = 0.125  and poorest 

matches where ! = 0.050, though Nash-Sutcliffe values are always negative and RMSE always high 

(>500 minutes). For most tests, modelled travel times are greater than observed travel times. 

Generally, higher conduit roughnesses increase travel times, since velocity in rough channels is 

reduced, true in any hydrological system. It may then be expected that values where ! = 0.050 would 

best represent the system since the aim would be producing more rapid routing, aligning observed 

and modelled times. However, this is offset by the fact that for numerous tests where ! = 0.125, there 

was very close match between modelled and observed data (e.g., tests 2012-14 and 2012-17) and 

! = 0.125 was the only run producing some underestimated modelled times (e.g., tests 2012-3 and 
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2012-16). Thus, it seems that ! = 0.125 best represents subglacial conduit roughness based on water 

flow-routing times.  

Figure 5.16. Comparison of flow-routing times for different values of conduit roughness used in model 
runs (from Table 5.6) with observed travel times. Black squares on the observed flow routing show 
the specific times of individual tracing experiments. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic to account for 
the high variation in travel times recorded in these data.  

 
Table 5.5. Summary of the statistical performance of differing conduit roughnesses when compared 

with subglacial flow routing times derived from tracing experiments.  

Conduit roughness (!) RMSE (min) 

0.050 895.66 
0.100 551.78 
0.125 564.30 
0.150 688.00 

Linear relation to CSA 560.00 

 

The fact that comparison with both these data and proglacial-discharge data yielded ! = 0.125 as the 

most-likely subglacial conduit roughness adds confidence to this conclusion.  
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5.3.2. Modelled Subglacial Water Pressure  

5.3.2.1. Data for the Entire Model Run  

Since best matches between modelled and observed (proglacial discharge and water flow-routing) 

data were achieved where ! = 0.125, and given lack of direct borehole !! data to compare against 

modelled results, !!  results where ! = 0.125 are presented. Analysis of all runs’ borehole !!  data 

indicated where ! < 0.100, predicted !!  was lower than expected from previous studies (Section 

3.4.2). 

!! data are divided fourfold:  

• !! close to the ‘lower moulins’ (Figure 5.17), 

• !! close to the riegel separating the lower and upper ablation areas, above which lies the 

main moulin field (Figure 5.18),  

• !! close to the terminus (Figure 5.19), and  

• !! within the overdeepening (Figures 5.20 and 5.21).  

To compare !! beneath differing ice thicknesses, !! is expressed as a fraction of !!.  

Figure 5.17. Subglacial water pressures for junctions and moulins close to the lower moulins.  

 

Figure 5.17 shows low subglacial !!, never reaching !!. This is unsurprising given the moulins feeding 

this branch of the drainage system receive low overall inflow (Table 5.2). Expectedly, the !! increases 

progressively further downstream this branch of the drainage system, as the system becomes more 

filled with water and ice thickness increases towards the centreline (cf. Figures 3.2 and 4.13). There 
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are several !! peaks, especially close to the start of the model run and ~23/07/2012 (JD 205). That 

these peaks were observed simultaneously adds confidence. There appears to be only low-amplitude 

diurnal fluctuations, with !!  instead remaining relatively consistent, probably because conduits 

beneath thin ice (Figure 3.2) were rarely water-filled.  

 

Figure 5.18. Subglacial water pressures for junctions and moulins close to the riegel.  

 

!! close to the riegel displays much higher-amplitude diurnal fluctuation than for the lower moulins. 

Junctions 65 and 61 display unusual patterns since they experience !! nearly always 20–40% !!, with 

several minor spikes in early/mid-July. This is likely because these junctions lie beneath 

comparatively thinner ice than the other moulins displayed here (cf. Figure 3.2). Other moulins’ !! 

display striking resemblance: initially low !! since there was no water within channels (due to no melt; 

cf. Figure 5.3), followed by ‘spikes’ at the end of May, with greater diurnal variations from !! at ~!! to 

!! from ~10/07/2012, a response to diurnally varying water in well established channels.  
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Figure 5.19. Subglacial water pressures for junctions and moulins close to the terminus.  

 

!! close to the terminus is much lower, likely since conduits here can expand rapidly due to large 

water quantities flowing through the system, thus enlarging conduits, and also due to overlay by thin 

ice (cf. Figure 3.2), presenting low creep closure. Normally, !! is not >~10% !!. The exception is 

moulin LN1, experiencing numerous !! ‘spikes’, likely due to extreme melting/rainfall events (e.g., 

Vieli et al., 2004) and because the conduit here cannot cope with such water volumes (due to high 

melting within the moulin’s catchment), so water is lost onto the glacier surface when !! > !!.  

 

 
Figure 5.20. Subglacial water pressures for junctions and moulins within the overdeepened area.  
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Figure 5.21. Subglacial water pressures for junctions and moulins within the overdeepened area.  

 

Within the overdeepening, !! is consistently high, except for the beginning of the model run, when 

there was no water input to channels. !!  is often consistently > !! , with some low-amplitude 

fluctuations at ~60–110% !! . Moulin 27 displays consistently high !!  for the majority of the melt 

season. This follows expectations since the overdeepening is overlain by thick ice, causing high creep 

closure, with the system unable to expand quickly enough from enlargement by flowing meltwater. 

This means water is often lost from the SUBHYD model onto Storglaciären’s surface. There are 

periods in early June and mid-August when !! is lower than other periods; these follow episodes of 

consistently high water inputs. The likely explanation is that conduits enlarged with these meltwater 

inputs; it then took a short while for the system to readjust when meltwater input was lower, so overall 

!! declined.  

  

5.3.2.2. Seasonal Evolution  

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 display mean !! over summer and from the onset of continuous melting, 

overlain onto ice-thickness maps. Both Figures show expected intra-glacier variation: !! is highest 

beneath thick ice; there is striking resemblance of !! to ice thickness: even within very similar areas 

and branches of the system, !! is always higher where ice is thicker. Mean summer !! is lower than 

!! from the period of continuous melting (note different scales on Figures). This likely results from 

much higher water inputs during the later period, with the system generally unable to expand quickly 

enough.  
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Figure 5.22. Mean summer subglacial water pressure (as a % of ice-overburden pressure) overlain 
onto a map of ice thickness.  

 

Figure 5.23. Late-season (from JD 180 to the end of the model run) subglacial water pressure (as a 
% of ice-overburden pressure) overlain onto a map of ice thickness.  
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6. Discussion  
6.1. Overall Model Performance 

Broadly, models successfully replicated empirical observations. Several inferences about glacier 

hydrology are possible from the results.  

 

6.1.1. Surface-energy-balance Model  

The SEB model replicated well the observed surface lowering at the AWS (underestimated by 0.0137 

m3 h-1) and total ablation (~4% difference) with the 1.0°C threshold for solid precipitation. Yet, it 

underpredicted total ablation, similar to previous studies, where ~10% underestimation was seen 

(e.g., Hock and Holmgren, 2005). The model was especially sensitive to the threshold for solid 

precipitation, less so to snow-density variations. It was important to model accurately whether 

precipitation falls as snow/rain since precipitation is fundamental for proglacial streams’ discharge 

(Gravelle, 2013). Performance was as good as other melt models applied here (e.g., Hock and 

Holmgren, 1996, 2005; Hock, 2005), capturing seasonal and diurnal melt variations, though previous 

models were tested against more data (including snowline retreat).  

 

6.1.2. Surface-routing Model  

With empirical data unavailable to test the model, crude comparison was made with studies 

suggesting direct runoff over Storglaciären (i.e., that not routed into the englacial/subglacial system) is 

~15% the total; this expectation was replicated (with ~2% difference) with moulin cell radiuses of 3. 

The model produced realistic moulin input hydrographs. Specifically, the importance of moulins’ 

catchment sizes for their hydrographs was determined and the importance of snow in delaying runoff 

highlighted.  

 

6.1.3. Subglacial-hydrology Model  

The SUBHYD model was comprehensively evaluated using hourly proglacial discharge and ~25 

tracing experiments. This study advances Arnold et al.’s (1998) since in their study, modelled flow-

routing times were compared with those from a different year (Nienow et al., 1996); this study 

compared modelled and observed values for the same season. The model performed best with high 

conduit roughness (! = 0.125) for the system feeding Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk and ! = 0.075  for the 

conduit feeding Nordjåkk. These roughnesses may initially seem large, especially compared with 

! = 0.050 used for the ‘Paakitsoq region’ of the GrIS (Banwell et al., 2013). Yet, the need for high!!, 

roughly in line with a ‘boulder-strewn subglacial bed’ (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), probably indicates 

subglacial drainage is braided, likely in broad, low H-channels (Hooke et al., 1990; Hock and Hooke, 
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1993). The SUBHYD model does not allow specification of this conduit morphology, instead 

prescribing R-channels. Thus, it would seem to offset the model’s inability to account specifically for 

flow in H-channels, this must be compensated for with high roughnesses. The overall effect is the 

same: to delay runoff. In this regard, there is therefore high confidence that the model required high 

roughnesses to replicate empirical data.  

There is still some discrepancy between modelled and observed data, especially for some of the 

tracing experiments, and modelled Sydjåkk/Centerjåkk discharge tended to be underestimated early 

in the season, then later modelling tended to underestimate low flows and overestimate peak flows. 

This matches underprediction found by Arnold et al. (1998). For Nordjåkk, there was tendency to 

underpredict discharge. Several reasons help explain discrepancies (Section 6.2.2.1). Also evident is 

the system probably never exists in steady state over summer, likely due to highly variable 

meltwater/rainfall.  

 

6.1.3.1. Comparison with Alternative Glacier-hydrology Models  

The fact that Storglaciären has seen such intensive research means it provides ideal opportunity for 

comparing simpler linear-reservoir glacier-hydrology models with this physically based model. This is, 

surprisingly, the first direct comparison of the two model types for the same glacier.   

This study obtained R2 values of 0.337 for Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk’s discharge and 0.231 for Nordjåkk’s 

using physically based modelling. Overall, this performance is less favourable than linear-reservoir 

models formerly applied here (Hock and Noetzli, 1997; Hock and Holmgren, 2005; Gravelle, 2013). 

Hock and Noetzli (1997) obtained R2 values of 0.82 and 0.88 for 1993 and 1994, respectively, and 

Hock and Holmgren (2005) achieved high Nash-Sutcliffe values of 0.83 and 0.86, when comparing 

modelled with observed proglacial discharge. While Gravelle’s (2013) study also used linear-reservoir 

modelling, there was ‘tuning’ to fit modelled to observed discharges and ‘implied input’ was used 

instead of modelled melt, so direct comparison with this model is unwarranted.  

This model’s lower statistical performance does not, however, render application here useless. It 

should be borne in mind that linear-reservoir models have temporally invariable storage constants, 

adjusted to provide best matches between observed and modelled data. Furthermore, they yield 

much lower information on complex interactions within a glacier’s system. Even though the physically 

based model’s performance was lower, the strengths of it must be highlighted: specifically, it predicted 

hourly basal !! for every moulin and junction specified in the model. Such high-resolution data have 

never before been generated for Storglaciären, yet having reliable basal !! estimates is crucial to 

informing our knowledge of GIC’s response to climate change due to !!’s crucial control on dynamics 

(e.g., Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). Thus, further research should 

apply other (more advanced) physically based models here and this study’s could be forced with 

future climate projections.  
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6.2. Explaining Discrepancies between Modelling and Observations   

6.2.1. Surface-energy-balance Model  

First, several potential reasons explain the SEB model’s underestimation of total mass balance. Most 

obvious is that summer mass balance runs from the beginning of April to the end of September, yet 

the model was only run until 02/09/2012 (JD 246) due to unavailable meteorological data beyond 

then. Given ablation at the model run’s conclusion was still high (cf. Figure 5.3), if the model 

continued to run, additional melt would be added, aligning more closely modelled and observed data. 

It is therefore, in a sense, encouraging that the SEB model under rather than overpredicted total melt. 

To approximate this, average daily melt for the final four days of the model run (JDs 243–246) was 

extrapolated beyond the model run’s end, but linearly decreased such that for the final day in 

September, no melting was observed, but midway through the remaining 28 days, half the total daily 

mean melt from JDs 243–246 was experienced. This added 746748 m3 melt, bringing total predicted 

melt (now 2999414 m3) ~28% above the observed 2340242 m3. Clearly, this is an oversimplification 

since melt would almost certainly not linearly decrease thus but, as a first-order approximation, is 

encouraging, especially since direct mass-balance measurements may underpredict ablation (e.g., 

Krimmel, 1999).  

There is still suggestion that melt was slightly underestimated by the SEB model (as shown by 

comparison with AWS surface lowering). Several model inadequacies potentially explain this. Firstly, 

only a simple albedo parameterisation was used for snow and ice; detailed changes across the 

surface were unaccounted for, yet previous research (e.g., Jonsell et al., 2003) showed complex 

spatio-temporal variation exists. More complex relations could be incorporated, which would modify 

snow albedo as a function of time since snowfall, air temperature and cloudiness (Hock and 

Holmgren, 2005); incorporating these effects was beyond this study’s scope. Yet, this model is better 

than others prescribing spatio-temporally invariable albedos for one/both of ice/snow (e.g., Banwell et 

al., 2012a). Furthermore, the turbulent-flux scheme was simple, yet Hock and Holmgren (2005) 

showed highly spatio-temporally variable roughnesses on Storglaciären; to model melt accurately, 

further work estimating roughness lengths is needed since turbulent fluxes play more important roles 

in SEB than some studies indicate. Thirdly, sub-surface refreezing (e.g., Rye et al., 2010; Banwell et 

al., 2012a) was not included, yet firnification and storage in a firn aquifer is important on Storglaciären 

(Schneider, 2001; Jansson et al., 2003; Reijmer and Hock, 2008).  

Despite this, the key objective of generating accurate melt across Storglaciären’s surface was 

achieved successfully.  
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6.2.2. Subglacial-hydrology Model  

Because Storglaciären’s drainage system is complex (e.g., Hock and Jansson, 2005), there are 

several potential reasons explaining discrepancies between modelled and observed data. Some of 

these are due to inherent model oversimplification, but processes operating in the internal 

hydrological system may aid explanation.  

 

6.2.2.1. Modelled versus Observed Proglacial Discharge  

Field evidence, including dye tracing (e.g., Hooke et al., 1988) and boreholes (e.g., Pohjola, 1994), 

suggests Storglaciären has an extensive englacial network, supposedly draining to Nordjåkk. This 

study in no way accounted for storage/displacement by the englacial system. Instead, it assumed all 

modelled water either reaches the bed through moulins or runs off Storglaciären’s edges. There is to 

date no glacier-hydrology model developed, save for Shreve’s (1972) theoretical work with many 

simplifying assumptions, explicitly accounting for englacial-flow routing. Models incorporate englacial 

storage (e.g., Flowers and Clarke, 2002a), but no model explicitly considers englacial routing, which 

can considerably alter the position of entry to the internal system with the point where water reaches 

the bed, if it ever does. It is believed for Storglaciären that most of the firn and upper ablation areas 

are drained in this manner and little is known about when these presumed englacial conduits reach 

the bed, if they ever do; it is possible englacial flow occurs all the way from here to Nordjåkk with no 

subglacial transport. The SUBHYD model cannot account for this; instead, water entering moulins 

upglacier of the riegel is routed to Storglaciären’s bed in situ with no englacial displacement, then 

routed through the system leading to outflow at Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk, not Nordjåkk (cf. Figure 4.13). 

Nordjåkk’s discharge in this model is instead accounted for by limited subglacial flow from water 

entering moulin L1, with this fed principally by meltwater from Storglaciären’s northern half (cf. Figures 

4.12 and 4.15).  

The expectation may then be that large discrepancies would exist between modelled and observed 

discharges at these outflows, especially since moulins above the overdeepening have large 

catchments, therefore receiving relatively high water inputs over the season’s duration (cf. Figure 5.6 

and Table 5.2). While some discrepancies exist in data, there is broadly close match between 

modelled and observed discharges for Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk and Nordjåkk. This raises the question of 

whether Storglaciären’s drainage system has been formerly accurately interpreted, specifically 

whether the englacial network feeds Nordjåkk, with no flow to Centerjåkk/Sydjåkk.  

In reality, there is only very limited support for the conclusion that all flow from the upper ablation and 

firn areas reaches Nordjåkk: most authors cite one tracer experiment conducted by Hooke et al. 

(1988) producing breakthrough in Nordjåkk, but little further evidence for this conclusion exists. A 

reevaluation of the drainage system may suggest there is indeed an extensive englacial network here 

(indicated by borehole investigations), but that instead of water routing to Nordjåkk, it is routed to 

Sydjåkk/Centerjåkk. Further confidence in this conclusion arises because dye injected at F2 (test 
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2013-2; Figure 4.16) above the overdeepening produced returns in Sydjåkk/Centerjåkk, not Nordjåkk. 

Modelling evidence presented here suggests Nordjåkk may instead be fed by large volumes of 

supraglacial water (not contradicting the observation that it is normally clear). This could be 

supplemented by some englacial flow, with englacial flow perhaps explaining the small discrepancy 

between observed and modelled discharges, or some other supraglacial runoff contributing to 

Nordjåkk’s other branch (cf. Figure 4.13). Furthermore, that Nordjåkk responds quickly to peaks in 

precipitation suggests rapid precipitation routing into the stream, rather than delays imposed by 

transfer through the internal drainage system, as would occur if its discharge were mainly supplied 

englacially. It is plausible that since the injection by Hooke et al. (1988), there has been 

reorganisation of the drainage system in a warming climate: as water inputs have increased at 

progressively higher elevations on Storglaciären (with a retreating ELA), this resulted in preferential 

water routing towards the bed, away from the englacial network. This could only be confirmed with 

further study: more injections, perhaps with novel DNA-based tracers (Sharma et al., 2012), covering 

a more expansive time period would help validate these conclusions, since although extensive tracer 

experiments were recently conducted (Williamson, 2013), they were in the lower ablation area. Other 

2013 injections above the overdeepening did not produce returns, but this may be due to low 

proglacial-sampling resolution, due to tracer storage in the system, or because the tracer cloud 

became so dispersed that it was essentially undetectable (e.g., Seaberg et al., 1988). These negative 

tracer returns parallel Hock et al.’s (1999) for Aletschgletscher, Switzerland. There remains high 

uncertainty over the overdeepening’s drainage: specifically, whether subglacial drainage exists and, if 

it does, its morphology.     

The model also did not account for discharge arriving at GSs from other branches of proglacial 

streams: specifically for Sydjåkk and Nordjåkk (cf. Figure 4.13). Observations suggested these 

branches supply much lower discharge. Moreover, Sydjåkk’s southern branch is likely supplied mainly 

supraglacially or from snow melt on valley sides. However, these branches of streams were not 

accounted for in the model, so may explain some discrepancies. Finally, losses from the SUBHYD 

model by moulin overflow when !! > !! need accounting for; these may mask that some water is 

temporarily englacially stored.  

 

6.2.2.2. Modelled versus Observed Subglacial Flow-routing Times  

While modelled flow-routing times compared best with observed times from tracing where ! = 0.125, 

discrepancies exist between datasets.   

To generate modelled flow-routing times, flow velocities for each individual conduit between injection 

site and terminus are calculated; this means if one conduit’s velocity is especially low (~0.0 m  

s-1), it disproportionately affects overall modelled times. This could result from poor representation of 

conduit geometry in the model, or the amount of water flowing through the conduit being too low, 

thereby decreasing velocity from higher contact with the bed and thus friction. This highlights need for 
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accurate representations of water input to the subglacial system, suggested by Hock and Jansson 

(2005); errors either in melt modelling or surface routing therefore influence modelled flow velocities. 

The small (~10–20% over/underestimation, with overestimation more common) discrepancies for 

most tests are likely explained by small errors in meltwater input or representations of surface 

topography, impacting routing. It is encouraging that travel times tend to be overpredicted by the 

model compared with observations given it has already been highlighted that melt is slightly 

underestimated by the SEB model (Section 6.1.1).   

Largest discrepancies between modelled and observed times were for tests 2012-13, 2012-18, 2012-

19, 2012-23 and 2012-25. For tests 2012-13 and 2012-18, modelled times are overestimated by more 

than an order of magnitude compared with observations. Detailed analysis revealed for tests 2012-23 

and 2012-25 (JDs 236 and 237), this was due to underpredicted flow velocities for all conduits in the 

model. Given the uniform pattern for all conduits, this is most likely because of underestimated water 

inputs to the system then (probably due to issues in melt modelling). Indeed, proglacial-discharge 

hydrographs indicate underpredicted modelled discharges for these two days. Contrastingly, for tests 

2012-13, 2012-18 and 2012-19, modelled travel times were likely much higher than observations 

because the time for water flow through one conduit was overpredicted. For these tests, conduits with 

extremely low velocity were immediately downstream of injection sites: in tests 2012-13 and 2012-19, 

this was the conduit linking moulin L1 with L3, and for test 2012-18, this was the conduit linking 

moulin U9 with moulin 10 (Figure 4.13). Exceptionally low velocities are likely produced because the 

water volume fed into these two moulins was predicted much too low by the model, likely because 

water was not captured by these moulins. This could be due to unreliable representations of surface 

topography (so supraglacial streams do not cascade into moulins) or due to capture by a nearby 

moulin at the expense of the moulin used for injection. That such low velocities were predicted for 

both tests using L1 suggests there is a topographic-representation problem. Injection site U9 was only 

used once for injection; thus, further tests would be needed to confirm topography used by the model 

was the cause of the problem, rather than another factor. If topography is an issue, using a higher-

resolution surface DEM to reproduce more accurately supraglacial routing may improve results. To 

quantify the impact of extreme results on model statistical performance, they were removed from data 

and statistical measures recalculated (Table 6.1). Encouragingly, performance is now much better, 

though overestimation of travel times still apparent, likely because of underestimated melt, as formerly 

discussed. Best performance is now for ! = 0.100, but the difference between this and ! = 0.125 is 

trivial.  
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Table 6.1. Recalculated RMSE for differing conduit roughnesses, but with tests 2012-13, 2012-18, 
2012-19, 2012-23 and 2012-25 removed, to examine their overall impact on model performance. 

Conduit roughness (!) RMSE (min) 

0.050 157.26 
0.100 106.83 
0.125 107.31 
0.150 175.65 

Linear relation to CSA 115.19 

 

6.3. Subglacial Water-pressure Predictions  

The strength of physically based approaches is their modelling of physical systems’ internal states as 

well as their outputs. Here, subglacial !! is modelled, which could ultimately inform ice-flow models. 

Predicted subglacial !! largely mirrors previous studies’ suggestions (e.g., Jansson, 1996; Jansson 

and Näslund, 2009; Schoof, 2010). The model’s inability to represent ‘distributed’ drainage means 

start-of-season !! is probably lower than it should be, highlighting some model inaccuracy.  

Mean summer subglacial !! shows striking correlation with ice thickness (Figure 5.22), suggesting ice 

thickness is crucial for the drainage system’s adaptation to fluctuating water inputs. This is most true 

within the overdeepened area, where !!  is consistently high (~60–110% !! ). !!  here displays 

excellent matches with suggestions from borehole studies (e.g., Hooke and Pohjola, 1994; Jansson, 

1995; Jansson and Näslund, 2009). While there is uncertainty about the drainage-system morphology 

here, it seems that with R-channels (inherent in this model), the empirical !!  observations are 

reproduced, suggesting this drainage morphology may be possible here. R-channels within 

overdeepenings are not necessarily unrealistic representations of drainage since broad, low H-

channels are less likely due to constantly flooded (full) channels, meaning wall melting is 

concentrated not just on channels’ edges but on their entire diameter (Cook and Swift, 2012). This 

makes viscous energy dissipation less effective (Creyts and Clarke, 2010), limiting enlargement, and 

thus the system’s ability to transmit rapidly meltwater (Cook and Swift, 2012); this appears well 

represented in modelled !! (Figure 6.1). Storglaciären’s overdeepening appears to show behaviour 

closer to curve (ii) on Figure 6.1(b) since !! remains consistently high over the season, suggesting 

the system cannot evolve here. Future research should model differing drainage-system 

morphologies here and integrate predictions of !! for them (and thus velocity) to determine which 

morphology best matches observations, contributing to our presently low understanding of processes 

within overdeepenings (Cook and Swift, 2012).  

The model captures some seasonal !!!evolution. It appears the ‘Spring Event’, indicated by high 

early-season !! (and thus velocities) was captured towards the end of May, and is observed in all 

junctions/moulins, but is more pronounced for those further upglacier and beneath thicker ice, where 
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the system cannot expand quickly enough in response to high meltwater inputs, following 

expectations. Two notable effects appear as summer progresses: an overall (though, not 

pronounced)!!!  decline from channel enlargement by flowing meltwater and fewer ‘spikes’ in !! , 

caused by more rapid water evacuation; this is especially true further downglacier, following 

expectations from research on many GIC (e.g., Willis, 1995; Mair et al., 2002) and the GrIS (e.g., 

Schoof, 2010; Banwell et al., 2013; Chandler et al., 2013). Figure 6.1 shows expected !! with melt-

season progression; there is some resemblance to this, however, decline in !! for Storglaciären late-

season is less pronounced than that suggested by Figure 6.1.   

There appears high correlation between subglacial !! and major forcings like temperature/rainfall, 

suggested by Holmlund and Hooke (1983). The model also captures Jansson and Näslund’s (2009) 

remark that some moulins (such as moulin U11, close to the riegel) were insensitive to these forcings. 

This is likely because they are poorly connected to the system compared with others, so water does 

not back-up here.  

� ��
 
Figure 6.1. (a) Typical progression in discharge, supplied by surface meltwater and basal melting, 
over the course of a melt season for a valley glacier; (b) expected water pressure (and thus sliding 
velocity) for the same time periods as in (a) for non-overdeepened and overdeepened beds (adapted 
from Cook and Swift, 2012, p.360). For the non-overdeepened areas of the glacier, sliding should 
peak at the ‘Spring Event’ (i.e., slightly within section 3), when the change occurs from ‘distributed’ to 
‘channelised’ drainage and then decline as the season progresses due to channel enlargement by 
flowing meltwater. For the overdeepened bed, water pressure is consistently high, but there may be 
some drainage system evolution either from switching to more efficient channels or by transfer to 
englacial flow pathways, as in curve (i) or any evolution may be severely limited, as in curve (ii). 
Curve (ii) matches behaviour within Storglaciären’s overdeepening best.     
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7. Conclusions �
7.1. Overview  

This study was the first to apply a time-dependent physically based glacier-hydrology model 

(comprising SEB, SROUT and SUBHYD submodels) to Storglaciären, Sweden, integrating modelled 

outputs with numerous empirical datasets: mass balance, surface lowering, surface runoff, proglacial 

discharge, and tracing experiments. It is one of surprisingly few glacier-hydrology studies comparing 

modelled data with more than one empirical dataset, thus permitting more detailed evaluation of 

models’ ability to represent glaciers’ complex drainage systems. Studies like this are crucial for 

informing GIC’s response to climate change and thus their impact on societies like the Sami 

population dependent on glacial runoff downstream of Storglaciären.  

 

7.2. Synthesis  

The research objectives in Chapter 1 were fulfilled. Once properly calibrated, the models broadly 

performed well at replicating observations, though some discrepancies existed between modelled and 

observed data, possibly due to inherent model oversimplifications. In contrast to previous linear-

reservoir models applied here, which performed overall better, this physically based approach could 

model subglacial !!, thus making it more valuable due to the crucial dependence of ice flow on basal 

processes; this is the first study that has provided continuous summer !! data for Storglaciären and 

its response to major glaciological/meteorological factors. !!  compared well with suggestions in 

previous research, with strong dependence on ice thickness, including capturing high !! during times 

of likely speed-up (such as the ‘Spring Event’), corroborating research both on Storglaciären and for 

other valley glaciers (e.g., Mair et al., 2003; Anderson et al., in press). Unfortunately, lacking empirical 

borehole data did not allow !! to constrain the model, which was crucial in calibrating Arnold et al.’s 

(1998) model.  

A thesis is intended to further our scientific understanding, either by adding evidence for or 

contradicting previous theories. This thesis contributes in two main ways. A reassessment of the 

internal drainage system was presented, with modelling evidence suggesting that Nordjåkk may not 

be fed by the englacial network in the upper ablation and firn areas, but instead may be fed by 

supraglacial discharge, with limited subglacial flow. The englacial network likely feeds the outlet 

supplying Sydjåkk/Centerjåkk. This study also informed our understanding of processes in 

overdeepenings, which represents a fundamental research agenda in glaciology. Specifically, it 

predicted !! comparing favourably with expectations from empirical studies, suggesting if subglacial 

drainage does exist here, R-channels (inherent to the model) could represent the system’s 

morphology.  
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7.3. Future Research Directions  

Future research could help either overcome this study’s limitations or build upon its findings.  

The SEB model could be verified using more in situ measurements if these existed, including 

snowline retreat, and albedo and surface lowering at other locations on Storglaciären. It could also 

incorporate more complex energy-flux calculations. The SROUT model could use a higher-resolution 

(~2-m) surface DEM. One inherent problem with the SUBHYD model is when !! > 1.1!!, water is lost 

from the model onto the glacier surface, but no account is taken of what then happens to this water. 

Further research could account for the magnitude of this loss, feeding this water back into the SROUT 

model and determining whether it ultimately runs off the glacier or enters a different moulin. 

Furthermore, the SUBHYD model assumes no change in roughness or locations of subglacial 

conduits over the season. As research on conduit roughness continues (e.g., Gulley et al., 2013), 

more accurate estimates could be incorporated in future modelling. Moreover, it specified an 

inherently channelised system, an oversimplification, likely to be most crucial early season, though 

attempts were made with this model at incorporating ‘distributed’ drainage, but were unsuccessful 

(Arnold et al., 1998). Proglacial discharge could be measured using alternative methods, especially 

during peak flows, since this could explain discrepancies between observed and modelled results, 

rather than model problems. Englacial storage or, preferably, routing needs accounting for in 

modelling, but the latter has not been achieved by any approach to date.  

Storglaciären presents an almost unique research possibility because it has been so extensively 

researched, because it is very accessible, and because much is already known about many aspects 

of its glaciology. It would thus be wise to take advantage of this existing breadth of research, but to 

supplement it with new, focused studies. Most valuable would be at least one intensive field season 

where all of the following would be measured, supplementing the continuing mass-balance 

measurements: generation of a new bed DEM using radio-echo sounding or mass conservation, 

detailed albedo measurements across the glacier surface, measurements of supraglacial runoff either 

into moulins or at glacier edges, comprehensive discharge measurements in the three proglacial 

streams and further downstream (a GS existed here, but was destroyed during a 2012 flood), 

measurements of snowline retreat, more tracing experiments (especially further upglacier), perhaps 

employing DNA-based tracers to allow for higher injection-site concentration, continuous borehole !! 

measurements across the glacier and, crucially, ice-velocity measurements. Such measurements 

could allow for perhaps the most extensive understanding of a glacier’s hydrological system ever 

generated, since although many studies have suggested a need for detailed measurements over field 

seasons, nobody has conducted such work. Measurements could then be used to extensively verify 

and test melt and hydrology models, and coupling between !! and velocity would inform ice-flow 

models (Schoof and Hewitt, 2013; de Fleurian et al., 2013). Comparing various models of glacier 

hydrology (including Werder et al.’s [2013] recent two-dimensional approach) would be valuable since 

direct inter-model comparisons cannot currently be made as models have been run using differing 

input data and for different years; they have also used differing approaches to generate melt; thus, it 
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is impossible to constrain whether model performance is limited due to issues in melt computation or 

due to specific hydrological-model issues. The fact that Storglaciären has an overdeepening makes it 

an especially valuable site for testing Werder et al.’s (2013) model since this model’s major intended 

future application is to ice sheets, which often flow through overdeepened troughs.  

Comprehensively evaluating glacier-hydrology models, including coupling to ice-flow models, in this 

valley-glacier setting would bring greater confidence in glacier-hydrology models, thus making their 

applications to ice sheets more justified. This would permit better forecasts of runoff and ultimately 

SLR from the cryosphere, both now and into the future, thereby informing important societal 

decisions.  
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Appendix I: Subglacial Network Configuration 

 

Conduits (cf. Figure 4.13) 

Upstream 
Junction 

Downstream 
Junction 

Length  
(m) 

Diameter  
(m) 

Cross-sectional  
Area (m2) 

53 52 205.07 1.126 0.996 
65 53 195.46 1.126 0.996 
59 60 188.43 1.516 1.805 
56 68 186.81 1.126 0.996 
L2 53 183.35 1.513 1.799 
24 59 171.15 1.516 1.805 
F5 57 164.65 0.933 0.683 
28 54 162.09 0.933 0.683 

U12 U7 159.67 1.126 0.996 
54 55 154.65 0.933 0.683 
F3 56 150.13 1.126 0.996 
66 53 144.34 1.513 1.799 

U11 61 134.46 1.126 0.996 
27 64 134.42 0.933 0.683 
23 56 127.22 1.126 0.996 
20 U5 126.54 1.126 0.996 
58 67 123.03 1.516 1.805 
F1 F4 122.05 0.933 0.683 
51 50 114.32 1.126 0.996 
50 Outflow 111.28 1.126 0.996 
F2 58 110.10 1.516 1.805 
64 63 109.72 0.933 0.683 
L1 L3 107.48 1.513 1.799 
61 65 106.26 1.126 0.996 
F4 55 94.83 0.933 0.683 

LN1 Outflow 93.08 0.536 0.226 
57 58 92.32 0.933 0.683 
U8 U5 87.78 1.126 0.996 
68 57 87.76 0.933 0.683 
63 62 86.66 0.933 0.683 
U7 U2 84.69 1.126 0.996 
L3 66 80.97 1.513 1.799 
60 U1 79.52 1.516 1.805 
62 57 78.40 0.933 0.683 
67 59 73.32 1.516 1.805 
55 68 67.50 0.933 0.683 
52 51 67.37 1.126 0.996 
12 U5 65.34 1.126 0.996 
U9 10 60.82 1.126 0.996 
U1 10 59.47 1.126 0.996 
U4 10 55.44 1.126 0.996 
U5 U11 54.92 1.126 0.996 
22 F3 49.43 1.126 0.996 
4 F2 47.78 1.516 1.805 
5 4 41.41 1.516 1.805 

U2 U1 38.63 1.126 0.996 
10 12 37.70 1.126 0.996 

          

!
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Junctions (cf. Figure 4.13) 

Junction 
Number 

Surface Elevation 
(m a.s.l.) 

Bed Elevation  
(m a.s.l.) 

Receives 
Supraglacial Inputs? 

Used for Tracing 
Experiment(s)? 

(Table 5.6) 

LN1 1224.93 1200.00 Yes Yes 
F5 1369.82 1205.08 Yes Yes 
F2 1367.93 1196.00 Yes Yes 
4 1364.90 1213.89 Yes No 
5 1363.79 1235.12 Yes No 

U11 1333.50 1198.63 Yes Yes 
U5 1338.50 1191.47 Yes Yes 
U9 1348.94 1192.80 Yes Yes 
U4 1349.57 1188.54 Yes Yes 
10 1346.50 1188.20 Yes No 
U1 1346.50 1186.10 Yes Yes 
12 1343.50 1189.01 Yes No 
U8 1344.06 1189.74 Yes Yes 
U2 1344.94 1189.30 Yes Yes 
U7 1342.36 1214.19 Yes Yes 

U12 1338.00 1262.35 Yes Yes 
L1 1279.32 1204.86 Yes Yes 
L3 1275.25 1179.17 Yes Yes 
L2 1269.25 1187.40 Yes Yes 
20 1342.06 1221.16 Yes No 
F3 1373.97 1277.92 Yes Yes 
22 1376.93 1300.72 Yes No 
23 1372.07 1260.14 Yes No 
24 1365.79 1213.82 Yes No 
F4 1381.90 1191.51 Yes Yes 
F1 1377.79 1247.60 Yes Yes 
27 1407.00 1228.00 Yes No 
28 1409.18 1214.36 Yes No 
54 1394.25 1177.21 No N/A 
55 1384.78 1162.30 No N/A 
56 1377.00 1216.04 No N/A 
57 1377.22 1160.00 No N/A 
58 1371.18 1170.13 No N/A 
59 1364.07 1179.18 No N/A 
60 1350.50 1179.57 No N/A 
61 1315.54 1196.36 No N/A 
53 1270.47 1173.45 No N/A 
52 1229.50 1190.00 No N/A 
51 1216.21 1190.00 No N/A 
50 1184.50 1179.05 No N/A 
62 1381.07 1158.15 No N/A 
63 1387.07 1158.44 No N/A 
64 1396.00 1175.06 No N/A 
65 1297.32 1170.73 No N/A 
66 1279.25 1160.00 No N/A 
67 1364.90 1174.90 No N/A 
68 1381.50 1160.25 No N/A 

!
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Appendix II: Tracing Breakthrough Curves 
Sample BTCs from tracing experiments in summers 2012 and 2013 are shown below.   

Sample 2012 BTCs; test numbers refer to those listed in Table 5.6. Note differing x- and y-axis 
scales.  

 

Sample 2013 BTCs; test numbers refer to those listed in Table 5.6. Note differing y- and x-axis units 
and scales. For details on calculating C/Co values (for DNA-based tracers), see Sharma et al. (2012).   
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